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My last trip to India was fantastic with so many things accomplished for the children. In this newsletter, I will share the stories and photos so you can see it all for
yourself. When you read this newsletter, find a quiet spot so you feel as though you are
with me on each journey every day. Many people, not just me, have reached out in one
way or another to make this trip a success. It takes more than donations and money
to put it all together. The first thing you need is the love in your heart to help others.
Then everything else just falls into place to make it all work. Each year Children Are
Angels from Heaven grows and grows reaching out to many more children and doing
more and more needed projects. I work very hard every single day all year long to get
things organized and done. Where all this
effort is going, I honestly do not know, but
the work all of us do each year sure creates a lot of smiles. One thing for sure, I
will always be accountable and responsible
for your donated goods and money. If you
ever have any questions, I am the person
who you want to call to answer any concerns, Ray O’Brien. My telephone number is 781-483-1002. It is now time to join
me on my day-to-day journey by reading
this newsletter about OUR work and see
the Happy Smiles and joy of the children.
Ray & Baby Annaya

Friday, November 14

When I left Boston I carried with me two checked bags, one was overweight, so I
had to pay the extra charge for the bag. There was no way I was going to remove our
donations for the children from the bag. If anything I would have removed my own
personal items like clothes but that didn’t happen and all was well.
Our work is very special every year. People look forward to seeing me and I look
forward to seeing them and carrying out this mission each time I go. The flights were
good and I arrived in Calcutta, Sunday morning, November 16, 2014.
A taxi was waiting to take me the 22 kilometers to the Guest House. During the
ride I could see there was much construction going on and the rail line to the airport
is moving forward. It was nice to be back in Calcutta again, this was my 20th trip.
When I arrived, the Guest House staff helped me get my big bags to my room. It
was good to see everyone. It was Sunday so I unpacked and sorted out a few things
such as the sponsorship letters and small gifts to the children in Rourkela and
all the candy from St. Paul’s and St. John’s Schools as well as more from other
people. Then I just rested, as it is a long trip and don’t forget daytime in India is
night time in the USA, my body was out of synch. Later in the day I did take a walk
to the local church, St. Ignatius, to say a few prayers as that’s where I always begin my
trips in India but this year, the church is being overhauled and it was closed so I just
stood outside the locked front gate.
It is now Sunday and tomorrow on Monday, I will start my visits in Calcutta. I have
boxes I had shipped to pick up, people to meet, as well as visits to see the children. It
will be non-stop from Monday on. I will be very busy.
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While in Calcutta & Rourkela…
Some of the places that I visited:

Jack Drummey
Danny Healey
Liliben Parikh
Chinubhai Parikh
Martin E. Segal
Society of Indian Children’s Welfare (SICW)
Mary Junta
Missionaries of Charity
Pat Tracy
Loreto Day School, Sealdah
Frank McGee
Don Bosco Ashalayam
William Bourque
Adarsha Hindi Vidyalaya School
Lillian Gregorie
Dianne M. Dingolo
St. Teresa’s School
Rose Morretti
Sabera Home for Handicapped Children
Peggy Burns
K.M.C.P. School
Barbara Clements
Providence
Sisters Girls’ Home
Carmelina Sagarese
School of Angels Village School
Elsie May Morse
Indian Institute of Cerebral Palsy
Major (Ret) Thomas E. Convery
St. Catherine’s Seniors Home
Robert (Bobby) Spinney
Margaret Ames
St. Ignatius Church
Kevin Boyle
Loyola School
Robert T Yetton
Ghoghea Primary Mission School
Richard V Yetton
St. Joseph Girls’ Primary School
John Barrett
St. Joseph Girls’ Hostel, Hamirpur
Baron
St. Joseph’s Convent School
Bobby Lobo
Mary Cooper Home
Evelyn M. Mengel
Kevin Xavier
Sheetalpara, Rourkela
Patricia Wright
Michael C. Burrows
Friday, November 14 (cont.)
Marvin Kubly
Here are a few photos, notice how one checked bag was opened at the
Puppy Doe
airport and it is retied with plastic. I had walking canes in the bag for seniors
Choco
and I’m sure security wanted to look at them to make sure that’s what it was.
Bob Curtin
Isabel MacInnis
In all everything was ok and nothing was missing.
Alessio & Adelina Cataldo
Lou Sterken
Frank “Mickey” Hynes
Marius
Lindsey/Justin DeMoranville
Martin Richard
Krystle Campbell
Lingzi Lu
Sean Collier
Josephine O’Brien
Maureen Keltar Devaney
James Foley
Ryan James Sullivan
Monday, November 17
Charlie J. Comppen
I visited the KMCP Municipal School. It is Children’s Day in India and all
Eleanor Sverker
Richard Torpey
the children go to school dressed in their very best.
Bailey
It was wonderful to see all the children and teachers again at this school.
Kayla Mueller
This is one of my favorite places to visit.
Cecil
I have with me lots of candy for the children from St. Paul’s and St. John’s
Marvin & Malinda Kubly
Schools
in Boston and Wellesley, MA
Lois McGovern
The kids are so happy with everything and give me a very warm welcome.
Pauline (Flynn) Langlais
I met with the teachers of the school and asked them what the school needs.
Mrs. Nathalie Turner
Patrick Norton
The answer is the same that many schools tell me. We would like basic school
Kenneth Alphonso
supplies like pencils, paper, crayons, rulers etc. I tell the school that yes
Malcolm P. McLellan Jr.
Children are Angels from Heaven will get all of that for the school but I would
Colleen Ritzer
like to get the children something very special this year.
Alison Parker
The teachers tell me the students would love a nice new, WARM, black
Adam Ward
sweater. I asked the teachers how many students are in both the morning and
Valerie Rodrigues
afternoon classes. The teachers tell me 90 students go to the small school.
Baby Bella Bond
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I tell the teachers let me see what I can do about the sweaters later during
this trip.

I say good-bye to everyone and leave the
school. I now walk to St. Vincent’s Home and
visit an old friend, Sister Teresa Anthony of the
Daughters of the Cross Sisters. Back in the early
days of Angels From Heaven, this wonderful
Sister would do anything to help me when I
was in India, including going to the Indian
Customs Office to talk about duty charges
for my donation shipments that I had sent
for the children. She truly was a hard worker
for all people in need. Each year I surprise
her in November and just show up to see her
and I always bring her an Angel’s newsletter
to tell about all our work, and I give her a big
chocolate Hershey candy bar. We always sit and
have a nice talk together. She told me that she
always remembers me and thanks me for our
continued efforts to help so many people who
have so little.
After a nice visit with Sister Teresa Anthony,
I walk down the street to visit Sister Margaret
and talk about our Angels from the Street
Program at St. Teresa’s School started many
years ago. She tells me, ‘Ray, the price is going
to have to go up this year to run the program as
there are many more children who are coming
to the afternoon class. We now have three
classes.’ I tell her ‘Sister never turn any child
away.’ I will cover every penny of the expenses
and promise that later this week we will go
over the cost of everything. I will come in the
afternoon and meet all the children. She smiles
and says ‘ok.’
It is now about 1 PM and I get a taxi for
New Market and meet my friend Jeet at Curio
Cottage. He sells Indian gifts. He is a good
friend and has helped me many times over the
years. He is very happy to see me along with
his workers. I order up many of the small gifts
I buy from him to take home rather than wait
until the last minute. This way he has a chance to
get everything for me, scarves, elephants, etc. We
go to Jimmys for a quick Chinese lunch together.
Jeet and I have a nice time and he also helps to
order things from The Little Shop in Calcutta,
Cricket bats and balls and many board games for
the many places that I will visit during my time
in Calcutta.
After lunch I go to visit my friend Dibyendu
in New Alipore who has accepted six of my
shipped donation boxes this year. He has gathered them and kept them safe all year
long for us. This works out great for me and he shows me all the boxes. It sure is great
to have everything for the children sent from all of you. Remember Calcutta is almost
half way around the world and somehow we do this work each year.
After a nice visit with Dibyendu and his wife Priti, I collect five of the six boxes to
bring back to the guest house with me as the sixth is loaded with sunglasses for an eye
hospital. This will be handed to Dr. Asis, an eye surgeon, who operated on a young girl
for Angels from Heaven named Priti last year.

Dibyendu gets a taxi for me and helps
load all five boxes into it. I say ‘Thank
You’ to him and wave out the back
window as the taxi heads to the Guest
House.
I arrive at the Guest House in ten
minutes and the workers are more than
happy to help me get everything to my
room.
It’s now getting late and I have tried
to sort out some of the five new boxes
of donations, but to be honest there are
so many donations in my small room
it is overwhelming for me. It has been
a long first day for me in India visiting
everyone.
I fill the bath bucket up with hot
water and take a shower. Then I shut
off the room light and just go to bed and
will look after everything tomorrow.

Tuesday, November 18
When I went to bed the night before,
my room was a mess, with donations all
over the small room at the Guest House.
When I woke up the next day, I got a
call on the cell phone that Jeet lets me
use, and it was my friend Cheryl. She is
a hard working girl who helps everyone
that she can, especially me during my
visits. She tells me welcome to India and
says she is coming over to help me sort
out what I have for donations this year.
About an hour later, I get a knock on
the door and it’s Cheryl. I had to laugh
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when I saw her. She gives me a big hug
and asks if I am ok. She brought with her
a big dinner dish and silverware along
with a menu from a local restaurant.
This way I have a dish, fork, spoon and
knife to eat with.
Cheryl looks around and says ‘Ray
you sure have many things this year.’ I
had walking canes, toothbrushes , toothpaste, shampoo, stuffed animals, school
paper, sponsor’s gifts, sandals, calculators, school uniforms, baby blankets,
toys, Girl Scout bracelets, and so much
more. These are the donations I brought
with me or had shipped to Dibyendu.
Cheryl and I worked for about two
hours sorting everything as to where it
should go. When we emptied a box, we
would fill it up with assorted donations
to go to specific places like the Hindi
School or seniors at St. Vincent’s. It was
a lot of work but was nice to have things
organized.
Cheryl has to get home so we say
good-bye for now, but will meet up later
to order all the school supplies.
At 1 PM I walk back to the KMCP
municipal school and visit the afternoon class. The kids were happy to see
me again this year. This school has two
classes, morning and afternoon. Whatever is done for one class, the same has
to be done for the other. I talked to the
teachers regarding the sweaters and they
all said that would be great if I could do
it. For now I had a big bag of candy to
hand out to everyone. It was a great visit
and I plan to visit this school again soon
as it is near my small room.
At 3 PM I walk to St. Teresa’s School
and visit the afternoon class of The
Angels from the Street Children. This
4
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is an on-going project that Angels from
Heaven has sponsored
for many years. These
children are all very
poor and it’s a free basic education for them
two hours a day, with
a snack each day. One
day a week the children are given a big
bag of good rice to take
home to their families.
When the kids saw me enter the school
they all got excited and were happy to see
me. With me I brought candy, crayons,
and a school training clock so they could
learn to tell time and draw things. The Sister who was in the classroom started right
away teaching the children time with the
clock. The way she taught the children reminded me of when I was in school long
ago learning to tell time with the hands
of a clock. Sister did it with kindness and
love so all the children could understand and follow along, first it was the half hour,
then quarter of the hour, or quarter past the hour, then the hour. The kids were all
good and got the hang of it very fast. Remember this all would have never happened if
I did not ship the clocks to Dibyendu from ALL of us. As I wrote earlier there are three
classes now with three teachers. It costs $3,000 to run this program each year. Much
more than when we first started it but the cost of food and rice has gone up and so has
the number of students with three teachers. It is a great program with our donated
money and well spent for some very poor children.
I stay with the children at St. Teresa’s School until 5:30 PM, then I
go to meet Cheryl and we both walk
up Diamond Harbor Road to order
the school supplies for all the places
I visit in Calcutta.
The Medford, MA Kiwanis Club
and the Pittsfield, NH Rotary Club
always help me with this project.
No matter where a child is in
this world, education is the key to
a better life.
Cheryl is Indian and when we
arrive at the small, road-side shop
she does all the talking. It is best
this way to get a good price for what I need. Cheryl makes a very big order of what we
want; rulers, pencils, pens, lined paper, erasers, and crayons. You name it, we bought
it!
It is all to be delivered to my room at the guest house on Thursday. It will be in six
very big, heavy boxes.
After the order is made Cheryl walks me to a local store and gets me some peanut
butter and jelly along with a half pound of bread and some fresh water. I have learned
over the past few years that you never want to be without something to eat and fresh
clean water, just in case you cannot order something local or if you travel far away to
a rural area. I do not eat Indian food as it is to hot and makes me sick. I never want
to get sick while I am on these trips, so I eat only what I know is best for me, mainly
Chinese fried rice or peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.

I walked out the door down the alley to the busy street to make my way to
the Loreto School Sealdah up the street
about half a mile away.
I always walk up AJC Bose Road to
the Loreto School. It is a very busy area
and there is a lot to see.
Trust me when I tell you this, everyone beeps their car horns in Kolkata. It’s
After shopping I walk Cheryl home
and visit her Mother. Cheryl lets me use
her computer to write home. After my
short visit I walk home and call it a night
as it’s dark and getting late.
It was a good day with lots done today
for the children.

Wednesday, November 19
Today I wake up at 4 AM. The clock inside my body has not yet adjusted to the
change of time from home to here. I wash
up and read a book for a few hours that I
brought with me about the Waltons TV
show called Spencers Mountain. At 9 AM I am all packed up and ready to go out for
the day.
The Guest House workers help to get me a taxi. I am going across the city to the
Mother House of Mother Teresa on AJC Bose Road. I arrive at the home in about 35
minutes. This is the place where Mother Teresa ‘s tomb is located.
When I arrive, I knock on the door, a Sister opens the door and says ‘hello’ and
gives me a warm welcome. I have a nice chat with her and tell her I would like to visit
Mothers tomb and make a donation to the Missionaries of Charity for the poor. The
Sister starts to tell me the way to the tomb, but I tell her I have visited many times
before and I know my way.
When I enter the room with Mother’s tomb, I see many other people are also visiting the tomb today. It is very quiet in
the room. The only noise I hear are the
car horns beeping on the street just outside the open windows. People are sitting
in chairs or kneeling on the floor in front
of the tomb. Everyone who visits knows
Mother Teresa was very special as she truly
cared about every person in the world and
tried to help them in one way or another.
I stayed at the home for about one hour.
When it was time for me to leave I went to
the head of the tomb and got a pencil and
piece of paper and wrote down my friends
name Richard Torpey and put it in a big
wooden prayer box located on the back of
the tomb.
This is the stone on top of Mother’s
tomb and what is written on it.
It just so happened I gave our donation
to a Sister I see every year, Sister Giovaioni
Marie. I said it was nice to be back here
again. We had a good talk for a few minutes and then I said good-bye to her.

just a way of life in India. It is not done
to be mad but rather to let you know a
car is near you or going to pass.
One place I pass along my walk down
AJC Bose Road is Shishu Bhavan, The
Missionaries of Charity Home for Children. I had spent an afternoon visiting
this home a few years ago. I could write
for hours about what it was like. It was
happy and sad but I can tell you this,
the children were well-cared for and the
staff works very hard to look after them.
I arrived at the Loreto School, Sealdah in about 20 minutes. When I walked
in the door everyone was excited to see
me again. Sister Cyril had retired. Sister
Pino, the principal, had gone to Rome
so I met with the new temporary principal. I have forgotten her name and I
do not have it in my notes but we had
a nice one-hour talk together. She was
very interested in Children are Angels
from Heaven and how it was that I have
come to India every year. It was a nice
chat. The principal even called for the
Rainbow Children’s teacher to join in
our talk. The Rainbow Children (street
children) are a very special part of this
school and I am very proud to say the
school door has always been open for
them.
After my visit I say good-bye to everyone and walk out to the street. The
entrance way to the school is located just
off AJC Bose Road. It is a busy area. If
you did not know where the school is
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you could easily miss it. Look at the
photo for the school entrance.
I now get a taxi and travel to SICW
(Society for Indian Childrens Welfare)
orphanage. It is a short ride by taxi from
AJC Bose Road.
SICW is a great place. Over the years
many children have gone through their
doors including my own children. I
know the staff and always enjoy my visit
here very much.
The entire SICW staff works very
hard every day to find every child a
home through adoption and they also
fund many other special programs like
heart operations needed for poor children. This orphanage will always be very
special to me for the love and quality of
care that they give to every child in their
care or to other poor children needing
help.
When I walk through the doors of
this wonderful home I always feel like
I am home. It is so good to see all the
children with their big bright eyes and
happy smiles.
I have brought with me many baby
blankets, children’s socks, and stuffed
animals along with a baby mobile to
hang over a baby’s crib. I gave it all to a
Massie in the home. It is all very much
appreciated.

It only took about five minutes and the Massies have hung the mobile over a small
baby’s crib.
Before I say good-bye to everyone at SICW, I hand out the stuffed animals to some
of the children from all of you. Their happy smiles tell the story of how much they
were appreciated.

It’s now getting late and I have not eaten all day so I make my way to a shopping
area called New Market to eat at a place called Jimmys. I get a plate of Chicken Cantonese with gravy and noodles with a Coke. It was great!
From here I visit my friend Jeet at his shop, Curio Cottage where I pick up many
of the things I had ordered from Mr. Shiv at The Little Shop. Mr. Shiv has dropped off
many board games, badminton sets, and cricket bats. These are all for the children in
Calcutta. I also pick up some of the small items I bought from Jeet to bring home to
give to all of you, scarves, key rings, elephants and Pipul leaves, as a small way to say
Thank You for your help.
Without all of you this work could never be done each year.
Jeet lets me use his computer to write home and let everyone know that I am OK.
At 7 PM Jeet sends his worker Vikram with me with (and all my big bags) to get a taxi
to bring me back to the guest house.
Because it’s rush hour it is very hard to get a taxi for a fair price in the New Market
area. Vikram tells me stay here and watch the bags as he walks up the street until he
is out of sight. People are everywhere! Ten minutes later a taxi stops right in front of
me and to my surprise Vikram gets out of it. He tells me to get in. I say ‘Thank You’ to
him out the window of the taxi as I drive away.
I am now on my way back to the Guest House with more things for the children
to put in my small room. Where it will fit I don’t know. Soon there will not even be
room for me in the small room!

Thursday, November 20
I am up early again 5 AM. Today will be a very busy day. At 9 AM the workers at
the Guest House get me a taxi to go to the Indian Institute of Cerebral Palsy (IICP).
Today IICP is having an open house to see all the children, classrooms and staff. The
ride is about three miles long on very busy streets.
When I arrive at the school it does not take long for my friend Tess Hemblin, Director of Rehabilitation, to come and greet me with a big hug. We have a nice talk for
a few minutes and then she escorts me around the school to visit each classroom with
all the children. Each classroom has a group of children who are just about the same
age. The level of their handicap varies from child to child.
6
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The IICP staff has a wonderful way of bringing out the best in each child with
many different activities. To make this simple to explain, if a child was not able to
use their hands, the staff teaches them how to use their feet to do things. If you want
to learn to cook and work in a kitchen and you cannot stand or walk, you are taught
to do things in a wheelchair. Each program is very different and the children just do
what they can do best and get the help they need to do it better. The children are all
very happy and great students. It is a very interesting place to come for a visit and see
the work that is done first hand to help these beautiful children.
Here are a few photos to see of the open house
Because of all of you helping me each year, Children are Angels from Heaven sponsors these two children at this school.
I have hundreds of photos that I could show you about IICP but I think you get
the idea. This school has something for every child. It is a wonderful place for handicapped children where the staff works hard to help every child learn to do things to
the best of their abilities. I had a great visit with everyone and will visit again before
my trip ends.
I now go back to the Guest House and get my bags ready to go to the Sabera Home
for Handicapped Children. It is located about 45 minutes outside the city of Calcutta.
At 1 PM the Sabera car arrives at the Guest House to pick me up. Subhasish greets
me with a big hand shake. He helps me load my bags into the car. I have with me lots

The girl on the left uses her head to type on a
computer

This boy is learning to cook in the kitchen

TDress up day for the small children

The last two photos are Soaib and Rumpa with
their Mothers

This boy uses his toe to type on and iPad

A group of older children work in the tea room

of candy, paper, rulers, and many small school supplies, along with calculators for the
children and a special gift for Dasi from Kathy back home.
It is a long interesting ride to Sabera. When we arrive I can’t wait to see all the
children so I just get out of the car grab my bags and walk to the stairs. I take off my
shoes and go up the stairs to the second floor where everyone is. They are all so happy
to see me again.
I am so happy to be back here. I think about the children 365 days a year. These
children have no one except the staff to look after them. Some of the children are
extremely handicapped and sad to see. Other children may have other handicaps like
being blind or being special. I have visited many of these children each time during
my 20 visits to India. They have become part of my family and I love seeing them. I
only wish that I had the means to help them more than I do.

This home has a small school on the
first floor and I have to tell you the two
teachers there do a wonderful job with
the children. It’s on the second floor
where all the severely handicapped children live. Much of what I see is very sad.
It hurts me very much not to be able to
do more and I always tell the staff that.
Each time they tell me, ‘but Ray you
come here every year and that is very
special for the children.’
As I walk around I can name many
of the children. The one that breaks my
heart the most is Isha with her bent feet.
I keep thinking if she only had plastic
AFO’s for her feet when she was small
maybe her feet would be straight and
not bent almost backwards.
I often think about Samita the little
girl who had a cleft lip many years ago
that Angels from Heaven had repaired.
Although Samita is very delayed, she is
still here and alive, because she can now
eat properly without a big open gap on
the left side of her face.
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Samita
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Dasi
Then there is Dasi, the
little girl with the crossed
eyes we had repaired many
years ago. Her eyes are
now so pretty. She has no
family and is such a beautiful little girl. She is fourteen years old now. What
the future holds for her I
do not know, just like all
the other children.
In all there are about 25
children at this home. All
beautiful, loving, happy
children. I am very proud to be able to
visit every year but again it’s happy and sad
at the same time. I could show you more
children who are severely handicapped
but I will not do that as I feel it is hard for
many to view the handicaps these children
live with but know they are loved and encouraged to live to the best of their capabilities. There is one boy who I knew from

the IMH Orphanage many years ago. He
is a very happy, nice boy I see every year.
During my visit with the School
Children at Sabera, they show me they
now exercise everyday and they all sang
a few songs for me.
I had lots of candy to give to everyone
including the Massies, from St. John’s in
Boston and St. Paul’s Wellesley, MA as
well as Mystic Valley Travel in Medford,
MA and Anna in Billerica, MA as well
as many other donations. The children
were so happy with everything.
It was a wonderful visit with everyone something I think about all year
long and will never forget.
It is now late in the afternoon and
time to say goodbye to everyone. For
me that is very hard to do as I know in
my heart that a few of these children I
will never see again. Either they will be
called to Heaven or maybe sent to another home.
As I get in the car with Subhasish, I
wave out the window to everyone. As we
drive down the road I say a small prayer
to myself that the Children and Massies
will all be ok, and that we will all meet
again next year.
It is a faster ride back to the city as
there is less traffic. It is now about 4:30
PM. I tell Subhasish I want to get out of
the car at St. Teresa’s School to visit the
afternoon class we sponsor.
When I arrive the kids are all playing
in the school yard. I meet Sister Margaret and we talk about setting up a Nicco
Park fun trip for all the children December 1, 2014. She says OK to the outing
and will make all the arrangements for
when I get back from Rourkela.
From her office I go play with the
children for 20 minutes before they all
go home. One thing I remember that
I liked was as I was leaving the school,
many of the Mothers came to the school
and were waiting outside the gate for the
children after school. It reminded me of
St. Raphael’s back home.
From here I walk back to the guest
house and sort out the donations for the
next day. I will travel to a far away Village with Sister Leela from St. Vincent’s
to the sea area of West Bengal.
At 7 PM I get a knock on the door
and the workers at the Guest House tell
me the big order of school supplies has
arrived and they will bring everything
into my small room, six big, heavy boxes.

I now have many things to bring with me to the village, including lots of school
supplies from The Kiwanis Club of Medford, MA, and the Suncook Valley Rotary Club
of Pittsfield, NH. I have packed five big boxes of donations for the Village School trip
tomorrow.
Today has been a very long day for me. When I call to order food there is a language
problem, so I call Cheryl and she gets my food delivered to my room. After dinner I
take a bath out of the bucket and go to sleep and dream about all the children I met
today.

Friday, November 21
I am up at 5:15 AM and with the help of a Guest House worker at 6 AM I am standing in front of the house with my five donation boxes waiting to be picked up by car. In
about three minutes Sister Leela of St. Vincent’s Home (Daughters of the Cross Sisters)
along with another Sister and a driver are here to pick me up.
Today we will go to visit a far away village in West Bengal. It is in an area near the
sea. This village has a small school that Sister Leela started a few years ago for many of
the children to get a good education.
It is a three-hour ride one way to the village school. When driving out of the city
on Diamond Harbor Road we pass through many small towns and markets. Because
it is early in the morning when we drive past the market area, the traffic and congestion is very busy and many times the car has to stop. The people sell fish, fruit, clothes,
vegetables, and other goods in these open air markets.
After one and a half hours of driving just when I can see the ocean water out the
window of the car, the driver pulls off to the side of the road to take a short rest. Sister
Leela passes out cheese sandwiches and fruit to everyone that was made at St. Vincent’s
Convent for this trip.
After about 20 minutes the driver turns back on the roadway and continues with
our journey to the small village. I notice the area starts getting more and more rural as
we drive along the roadway. Finally we turn off the tar road onto a very rough road. It
takes a while but we come to the village where the road turns into just one lane. At this
point I can see the village church out the window. Sister tells me that we have arrived!
I get out of the car and follow Sister Leela up the small path to the school. It is a
nice building with many children inside. When I looked around I do not have any idea
where I am but one thing I remember, it was very quiet and pretty as I looked at the
landscape around the school and out in the distance.
When I stood outside of the school all the Sisters and teachers came to greet us at
the front door. The Sisters had some of the school boys go to the car and get all five
boxes of our donations.
I have brought with me many school supplies; lined paper, exercise books, pencils,
rulers, calculators, crayons, badminton sets, warm clothes, and many more needed
items donated by all of you. Even an O’Brien University T-shirt from my little boy.
I visited every classroom in the school and met the children. Everyone was very
happy and excited to see me. Sister Leela and all the Sisters and teachers passed out
the donations we brought for the school to each class. Everyone was so happy! It truly
was a day no one involved could forget. At the end of the school day, the children had
a program of song and dance for me to see. All Indian children learn this at a very
young age. It was a very beautiful program and interesting to watch. Every class took
part in it.
As the children were leaving the school for the day to go home to the village many
children came up to me and touched my feet in a sign of respect.
After a nice lunch with the Sisters, the village Priest, Sister Leela, and another Sister
took me for a nice walk around the small village. It was interesting to see how people
with very little can live and be so happy together.
After a short snack with the Sisters and village Priest back at the school, it is time to say good-bye and start our long drive home
to Calcutta. Before I leave the school I give the Sisters a Christmas wreath from all of us. When I walk to the car parked beside the
church, I go inside the little church to say a few prayers. Today I was the student and Sister Leela was the teacher. I learned many
things today I will never forget. The funny part is, I still have no idea where I was, but it sure was a beautiful day for everyone.
Thanks for your help in making these wonderful and memorable days for so many beautiful children. The donations from you
have made such an amazing impact on their lives.
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This is a village stove. Firewood goes in the
center hole to burn, heating the pots on top.

Saturday, November 22
Today Cheryl meets me at the Guest
House at 10 AM and we both sort out
many donations I have for the seniors
at St. Catherine’s Seniors Home. I had
shipped many small items for everyone
to the home this year from my good
friend, Richard Torpey, such as toothbrushes, toothpaste, dental floss and a
nice warm woman’s coat. In addition
to all of that, I had two walking canes
to hand out from the Aleppo Shriners
of Wilmington, MA and Elieen of
Medford. After everything was sorted
out Cheryl and I carried everything
to St. Catherine’s Seniors Home that is
located just around the corner. When we
arrive everyone is happy to see us. We
meet all the Seniors and Sister Suchita.
Today Cheryl has ordered the special
Chinese lunch for everyone at the home
that we have every year.

When Cheryl and I walk into the
dining area I see right away the room
is decorated with ribbons, balloons,
and the Christmas tree I sent to the
Seniors many years ago. It is set up with
decorations from all of you in years’ past
and it looks beautiful.
Mr. Lee of Lee’s Kitchen on Bentinck
Street delivers the Chinese food at
exactly noon. The food is all transferred
from his big pots to the seniors’ home
kitchen pots.
Before the food is served Sister
Suchita says a word of thanks for this
wonderful meal given from everyone
back home and then says grace for
everyone.
The food is served to the seniors by
the working girls at the home. Everyone
is very happy with the food and says it is
delicious. We have Chili Chicken, rice,
chow, and fish. The Seniors look forward
to this meal every year. For the seniors
who cannot eat at the table the food is
brought to them and they eat at bedside
with the working girls helping them.
After a nice lunch Cheryl arranges all
the donations on the table to give away
to everyone, and Sister Suchita finds
two Seniors who are in need of walking
Volume 17 – January to December 2014
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canes and one Senior who is in need of a nice coat.
In all it was a very happy day with the Seniors of St. Catherine’s Home. Before I
say good-bye to everyone, I give Sister Suchita and the Seniors’ Home a Christmas
wreath.
After lunch I walk Cheryl home and then take a taxi to New Market to visit Jeet at
Curio Cottage. He lets me use his computer to write home to everyone. From here I
go home to the Guest House and start to pack for my rail trip tomorrow to Rourkela,
Orissa where I will stay for almost a week to visit many places.
At 6 PM I go to St. Vincent’s to meet Sister Leena who has come to Calcutta to
escort me back to Rourkela. Sister and I go over all the details and I am to meet her at
5 AM tomorrow at St. Vincent’s to get the train at Howrah Station.
I am very much looking forward to seeing everyone in Rourkela again. I now go
back to the Guest House to try and get some sleep but I have a problem. I can’t go to
sleep as I don’t feel well. I am slowly getting worn out from all the running around
and the air quality in Calcutta.

go all over India. Sister Leena tells the
taxi driver the platform number that the
train will arrive on and he stops the taxi
right in front of that area.
When Sister Leena and I get out of
the taxi, within one minute five coolies
with red coats are in front of us asking
to carry our bags to the train for a small
sum of money. Sister does all the talking
and I just stand by and watch everyone
talk. After about three minutes Sister
turns to me and says this man will carry
our bags. He is an older man. I felt so
bad for him as I watch him put my big
heavy bag of 70 pounds on his head and
then get Sister’s bag with his arm. The
man wanted to carry another bag I have
with me but I said no to him, I will carry
this one. The old man carried those bags
like it was nothing, a quarter of a mile to
the platform. He walked so fast I could
hardly keep up with him and all I had to
carry was one small bag.
When we arrived at the track he put
the big bags down almost exactly where
our car on the train would stop. He then
spoke to Sister Leena and walked away
without any payment at all. Sister and
I waited on the platform for about 45
minutes until the train arrived on the
track right in front of us. When the train
was ready to board the same coolie came

Sunday, November 23
I get up at 4 AM, wash up and get ready for the long train ride to Rourkela, Orissa
today. At 4:45 I bring my big donation bag downstairs in the Guest House and wake
the guard at the front gate. I tell him a taxi will be picking me up very soon. He then
gets a chair for me to sit in and tells me to wait. At 5:15 a taxi pulls up to the front gate
and Sister Leena gets out and says ‘hello.’ The guard opens the front gate and we load
my bags into the trunk of the taxi. I say ‘Thank You’ to the gate guard for his help
and then Sister and I get in the taxi and tell the driver to take us to Howrah Railroad
Station.
The ride to the railroad station is very interesting in the early morning hours and
it takes 30 minutes. The city of Kolkata is just starting to wake up. I remember looking out the taxi window on Strand Road and seeing a big truck loaded with today’s
newspapers parked on a corner with what looked to be 50 people behind it getting the
newspapers to sell. Driving on the roads, I see a few taxis but very few private cars.
One of the most interesting parts of this taxi ride was driving over the Howrah Bridge
across the Hooghly River. It has so much going on all the time 24 hours a day. Lots of
traffic, people walking, and vendors selling things on the side of the road. This bridge
is said to be the busiest in the world with 100,000 vehicles and 150,000 pedestrians
using the bridge every day to cross the river.
Once we cross the bridge we are in Howrah the twin city to Kolkata. Howrah
Railroad Station is a very big railroad station with 23 platforms. Trains from here
12
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Howrah Railroad Station

back and carried our big bags into the
train car and put them on the rack right
over our seats. Sister now paid the man
160Rs that’s about $2.80 USD. The man
very politely said ‘thank you’ to Sister

Leena and got back off the train car to
the platform.
Sister Leela and I got settled in our
seats and the train started on its way to
Rourkela. It will be about an eight-hour
trip. It did not take long and we were
away from the big cities of Howrah and
Kolkata and out into the rural countryside. This train is an express train so it
does not stop at every station. Looking out the window it was very scenic
looking over the rice fields. I could see
many things, all much different than
I would have seen here in America. In
the middle of no place you might see a
man riding a bicycle down a dirt path or
people washing clothes at a small pond.
One thing for sure the loud whistle on
the train never stopped blowing letting
people ahead know the train was approaching. On the inside of the train,
the vendors walk up and down the aisle
selling everything you can think of, cold
drinks, chips, coffee, tea, candy, shoe
shines, books, and many food items that
I had no idea what they were.
Sister Leena and I were having a great
time together on the train talking about
many things and laughing about other
things. We did all of this as we looked
out the window or watched the vendors
as the train traveled along the rails. At
one point during the ride, Sister Leena
stopped a vendor and ordered a small
snack. It was so unbelievable to watch it
being made, whatever it was.
The vendor put what looked like peanuts into a cup also with other things.

Then he squeezed some lime on everything. When he was done preparing the
snack he took what looked like a tree leaf
out of his bag and put everything onto it
and gave it to Sister. But to my surprise he
was not finished yet. He took out another
leaf and made a spoon out of it and gave it
to Sister, so she could eat everything with
it. When you ride the rails in India you
never know what to expect!
Sister Leena and I arrived in Rourkela
Ray’s Big Bag
on time at 1:30 PM. We were greeted at
the railroad station by the driver and two
other Sisters. On our short ride to St. Joseph’s Convent School, I noticed how quiet it was with no car horns beeping and
the air quality was so clean and refreshing. It was nice to be back in Rourkela.
When we arrived at St. Jospeh’s, I took my
bags to my room in the guest house and
went to say hello to all the other Sisters in
the kitchen area. I did not know it until I
arrived but today was the Feast of Corpus Christi, a time when the Sisters and
the church community walk through the
streets of Rourkela saying prayers. I was
very tired and wanted to rest but going on
the walk with everyone for a few hours
is a great time so I washed up and met
everyone at the church. The walk lasted
about two and a half hours and ends with
a church mass.
After the church service Sister Anna
Mary took me to her family’s house where
I met Priti, the young girl we sponsored
the eye operation for earlier in the year. This was the first time I had seen her since
the operation. Her eyes looked beautiful. Not only can Priti see better, she is so happy.
Priti is now back in school and her parents are thankful for everyone helping her.
Priti’s right eye was operated on at the Lokeswaranda Eye Foundation in Purulia
West Bengal, India by Dr. Asis Chatterjee.
After a nice visit with Priti and her family it is time for me to go back to my room
and get some much needed rest. But before I do, Priti’s Mom and Dad give me a beautiful scarf as way to say ‘Thank You’ to all of us for helping Priti.
Thanks everyone for your help. I could never do this work without you.

2013 Before Operation

2014 After Operation

Priti with new eyeglasses
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Monday, November 24
I was so tired I could not sleep last
night. I get up at 8 AM and took a nice
hot bath out of the bucket.
It is nice to be back in Rourkela. My
room is very clean and comfortable. It’s
so quiet in the early morning and at
night here. In the morning I wake up to
the church bell for mass and soon after
the children start arriving at school. I
take my time this morning and unpack
my bags and get ready for my week in
Rourkela.
At about 10 AM I make my way to the
school yard and greet many of the children. Almost all of them remember me
from years’ past and come to say ‘Hello.’
Indian children are always very friendly
and have beautiful happy smiles. It was
great to catch up with the kids, they have
grown older and are so tall.
14
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After a short time with the children, I
make my way over to the Convent kitchen and meet Sister Mary and all the other Sisters. It was great to see all of them
again. The Sisters make me something to
eat and we sit and chat for a short time.
Whenever I am in Rourkela, the Sisters
can never do enough to help me. They
are all great workers for God and the
people of the area.
At 11 AM Sister Mary introduces me
to a man named Fr. Bennichan K. Peter,
Fr. Benny. He is a priest who has just
started a small school in a very poor
area of Rourkela for older children who
do not go to school and has asked me if
I would like to visit this small school. I
said ‘yes I would like to see it and maybe
in some way be a part of it.’
With that said I am now off to Sheetalpara. It is only a 15 minute ride by car
to this small school. I can see the area is
very poor. When we get to the school,
there are two small buildings. I am told
one is a school for the older students and
the other is a day care for younger children.

I do not know if you will understand
what I am writing about but I will try to
make it as easy as possible. In India and
many other parts of the world, when you
are very poor both Mom and Dad have
to work just to make money for food and
very basic necessities. The family has no
money for day care so the oldest child
might have to stay home to watch the
rest of the children. At this small school
the oldest child would have a chance to
get some sort of a basic education and
the small children would go to the day
care right next door so Mom and Dad
could still go to work. It is not always
this way at the school and day care
with every student, but all the children,
older or younger are very poor. I would
personally call them as Mother Teresa
would say ‘the poorest of the poor.’ Each
child at this small school now has a way
to be loved and cared for as well as educated at this small school and day care
every day when the Mom and Dads are
out working.
When I walk to the front door of the
small school I look in the doorway and
find 25 to 30 children sitting on the cement floor with a few papers and small
chalk boards to write or draw on. In the
front of the classroom is one teacher.
The one room school is very basic, there
are no desks or chairs or even paint
on the walls. The school room is just a
square room with one door to go in and
out with a window. The children and
teacher have no idea of what to make of
me as I look around at everything from
the doorway.
When I am finished looking at the
small school, Fr. Benny walks with me a
few steps to another small building that
also has one room in it. This is the Day
Care for the younger children. These
children were very small and walked up
to me to look. The day care looked to be
staffed with two or three day care teachers who care for the smaller children.
After seeing everything, I walked to
the middle of the little school yard with
Fr. Benny and had a nice talk with him
about the school and what might be
needed moving forward to help these
children in a better way. It was very sad
to see these beautiful children with so
little, not a ball or even a chair to sit on.
After our short talk I looked out over
the school yard and saw the older children standing outside the small door-

way on the porch looking at Fr. Benny
and myself. The only donated items I
brought with me at this time were two
frisbees in my back pack. I took them
out and flew them towards the children.
It did not take one second and they were
picked up by the children. These were
toys that the children had never seen before they did not know how to play with
them. They did not know how to throw
them to each other to make them spin
in the air.
I walked over to the children and
showed them how to flip your wrist and
spin them to fly them to each other like
a ball. It was not long after that all the
children were going crazy in the small
school yard playing with just the two
frisbees. They were so happy and having
fun together with a toy.
It was at this point, that I remembered The Revere High School in Revere, MA that had a fund raiser called

The Empty Bowls Banquet in May 2014
that teacher June Krinsky-Rudder had
organized. It was a wonderful night at
the high school for everyone to learn
about people of the world, especially
poor people and how they struggle to
live every day from birth. I was the keynote speaker at the Revere High School
fundraiser that night and was given $710
to use for poor children during my next
trip to India.

To make a long story short, what a
wonderful school this would be to invest that donated money in to help some
very poor children in Rourkela.
After my visit came to an end at
the small school, I got back in the car
with Fr. Benny to go back to St. Joseph’s
Convent School. We waved good-bye to
the children and staff at the school and
drove away.
On the ride back to St. Joseph’s I did
not say anything at the time to Fr. Benny
regarding the Revere Empty Bowl fundraiser money. I kept my thoughts to myself so I could think about it when I got
back to my room as what would be best
to do for this small school and with what
Angels from Heaven funds.
When Fr. Benny and I got back to
St. Joseph’s I said good-bye and thanked
him for a nice morning at the school and
then I went to my room and took a short
rest for about two hours and thought
about everything.
At 3 PM two Daughters of the Cross
Sisters and two working girls of St. Jo-
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seph’s took me to a small locked room in
the school where all the donation boxes
I had sent to Rourkela, nine in all, were
stored.
The Sisters and the working girls
worked very hard sorting out these
boxes. Everything was removed from
the boxes for the Sisters to see. They
were so happy with everything as I had
sent many Beanie Babies, pencils, crayons, rulers, walking canes, jewelry, rubber bracelets, chalk, warm clothes, toys,
games, balls, frisbees, even a small, very
special, In Memory plaque for my friend
John Barrett who had passed away. In
short there were many things to give
away to the children.
The Sisters work very hard every day
for thousands of children. They know
the needs of each school or village that
I will visit in the next few days of this
trip. What the Sisters do is take the now
empty boxes and refill them with our
donations as to where they will be distributed. The Sisters know the amount of
donations needed and the age and size
of the children. It works out perfect every year. Let me tell you, the Sisters and
working girls at the school work very
hard to sort everything out and make
an inventory list as to what we have
inside each box and where it will go.
We worked until after the sun
had set and it was dark. When we finished repacking the boxes, everything
was put back into the small room and
locked up. The boxes were all labeled
as to where they will go with a general idea of what is in each box. I could
never do this without the Sisters stepping forward to help me each year
and again they always work very hard.
It is now about 6:30 PM. We finally
finish. I say ‘Thank You and good-bye’
to everyone, and walk to my room in
the darkness to get washed up for dinner at 7:30 at the Convent kitchen.
At dinner in the kitchen I always sit
in the same place during every trip. The
Sisters cannot do enough for me to make
sure I am eating well and taken care of.
They make me soup at night or cook me
eggs in the morning. The Sisters make
sure I have clean water to drink and yes,
lots and lots of potatoes at every meal.
They make whipped potatoes by hand
for me and they are so good! When I
am with the Daughters of the Cross
Sisters, I am treated as if I were family.
The love and kindness is never ending
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from every single Sister no matter where
I am either in Kolkata or Rourkela.
After a nice dinner and talking
to the Sisters, I go back to my room
and catch up on my writings and
take a hot bath and go to bed to think
about the children that I visited today at the poor school at Sheetalpara.
It was a great day in India, but
when I close my eyes to go to sleep
I still see the poor children at this
poor school. It was very sad and
something I can’t forget and in the
future will try to help in anyway I can.

Tuesday, November 25
I am up at 7 AM. Today will be a very
long day with much to do and visits to
many children.
At 8 AM I meet all the children we
sponsor who go to St. Joseph Convent
School, now a total of twenty-five, in
Rourkela, Orissa. We also now sponsor
one student who goes to college and another child who is a pen pal to a friend
here in the USA.
It was great seeing all the children
again. Many of the students have grown
so tall and older. With me, I had all the
letters and small gifts the sponsors sent
for the children, hand-carried from Boston to Kolkata and then on to Rourkela
for the children. My bag was pretty full
with all of this.
This year I did have a slight problem
because I was visiting the school during the week of testing for the Board
Exams. My time with the children had
to be cut short. Board Exam results are
very important to a child’s future education in India. With the Sisters’ help, we
distributed everything to the sponsored
children in a timely manner and I had a
few words with them. I told the children
the gift the sponsors are giving them was
a great education at St. Joseph’s Convent
School that will carry them for a lifetime.
I think in my heart the older children really understood this. It was a short, but
very good visit. As Sister called out the
names, one by one the children stepped
forward to get their small gift and letters from their sponsors back here in the
USA. The children were so happy receiving these.
At 10 AM I traveled to St. Joseph’s
Primary School. It was just a five minute walk from my room. It was here

that we had a small playground for the
children constructed this year. These
children never had a playground at the
school with things to play on so this was
a very special project for the children.
The Daughters of the Cross Sisters had
arranged for potato chips and snacks for
all the children and I had with me some
used school supplies from St. Paul’s
School and St. John’s School and a very
special gift of pretty rubber bracelets
made by the Girl Scouts in Westfield,
MA Troops 11396 and 41059.
After a very warm greeting of washing my hands and giving me flowers the
Indian school children demonstrated a
traditional dance for me. They were all
dressed in beautiful dresses. After the
dance we held a ribbon cutting ceremony for the small playground. The children were so appreciative of everything.
They all got on the merry go rounds or
climbed the monkey bars, all with bright
eyes and happy smiles. After a short
time of playing, the Sisters and teachers passed out all the gifts and snacks
to the children. Again they were happy
and excited. They loved the new bracelets and Sister showed them a photo of
the Girl Scouts in Westfield who had
made them. Sister also told the school
students the names of the American Girl
Scouts in the photo.
Before I left the school, I visited the
children in their classrooms and handed
out some donated St. Raphael School
uniforms along with a small school
training clock and some lined paper to
the best students of the class.
It was a fun day for all the students,
teachers, Sisters, and myself at St. Joseph’s Primary School. It was directly
because of your love kindness and generosity that made this day so special. I
am sure it was a day the children will
never forget.
At about 1 PM my travels take me to
St. Joseph’s Secondary School where the
girl with the eye problem Priti goes to
school. I met the Principal and she took
me right to Priti’s classroom. I met Priti
and her classmates. I only visited for a
short time but I told everyone in the
classroom to always study hard. I told
the students you will learn things here
that you will carry with you for a lifetime. Don’t be foolish and let this golden
opportunity pass you by learn all you
can.

From here I go to the Convent kitchen for lunch then to my room.
At 4 PM I go back to St. Joseph’s
Secondary School and arranged for the
annual International Association of Machinist Union dinner sponsored by IAM
#447. This dinner gets better and better every year and the children are very
excited to have it. When I arrive in the
schoolyard the children all clap their
hands for me and welcome me to the
school. The children have a short program where they thank me for visiting
every year. I tell them a few words about
IAM #447 and how it is the membership
of the men and women of the union who
sponsor this wonderful dinner for them
and how all of them are very happy to
do it.
After the short program we have a
great dinner that the Daughters of the
Cross Sisters had arranged. Everything
was perfect. The children had many
things to eat including chicken, rice and
fish. The children do everything from
helping to prepare the meal and serve it,
to washing all the dishes after the meal
is finished.
After dinner I had a few donations
to pass out to everyone but because the
dinner went into the darkness, and it
would be hard to take photos I asked the
Sisters if we could hold off on passing
everything out to the children for another day during my visit to Rourkela. The
Sisters agreed with me, and we called it
a night with all the children standing
around me saying thank you to me and
thanking the members of IAM #447 for
a nice dinner.
It is now about 7 PM and I go to the
convent kitchen and see six Sisters cooking spaghetti and mushrooms for me. It
is all new for the Sisters and they have
fun making it for me.
After supper I go to my room and get
ready for the next day, packing my bags
with donations. It was another wonderful day in India visiting many children
and seeing many happy smiles.
Girl Scout rubber bracelets
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Wednesday, November 26
Today I start my day back at St. Joseph’s Secondary School. I have with me
a small plaque that was made special in
memory of a nice man I worked with for
many years who suddenly passed away.
His name was John Barrett. John was
the type of man who would walk by me
and say ‘Ray here is $20 for the kids, do
something nice with it for them’ or he
would come to work on Monday morning with a bag of deposit cans for me to
cash in to get money for our work. John
was another special Angel who stepped
forward to help me help the kids in some
small way every time he could.
When John passed away in July of
2013, his wife sent me a donation check
for Children are Angels from Heaven in
John’s memory. She said John always
loved the work that Angels did for the
children and was very proud to be a
part of our small charity. From being
friends with John for many years I
knew education was very special to
him so I decided to purchase two
very much needed computers for St.
Joseph’s Secondary School and with the
principal’s permission, install a plaque

on the computer room wall telling a
little about John for all to see.
It was a wonderful visit at the school
in the computer room with all the
children. I spoke for 20 minutes to the
children regarding John and how special
education was to him.
After looking over the two new computers with the children, both modern
and up-to-date with the latest technology and also hanging the special plaque
on the wall, I told the children to always
study hard. Then I said good-bye to
everyone. The children clapped their
hands to say ‘Thank You’ as I left the
room.
It is now about 11 AM and I am in
the Daughters of the Cross small truck.
I, along with two Sisters and a driver, are
on our way to a small village about one
hour away called Ghoghea. Before we
go to Ghoghea, I have to make one stop
along the way, back to the little school
and day care at Sheetalpara.
If you remember from my first story, these children are very, very poor. I
could not stop thinking about them for
the past few days. We stopped at the
school and I brought in a few school donations along with a Christmas wreath.
Moving forward I have decided Children are Angels from Heaven will fund
this small school for one year. I talked
to Fr. Benny about it. The cost will be
$2,650 total for one year of schooling
for about 30 to 35 children. The children
will have one teacher at the school and
each child will be given something to
eat each day. The money, $710 from the
Revere MA. High School Empty Bowls
Banquet, is included in this $2650. The
rest of the funding has come from the
Angels from Heaven general fund from
all of you. This will be a much needed
project for some very poor children.
We will try it for one year and see how
it works out. My hopes are to build on
what we have started in Rourkela to help
poor children who are all in need.
After our short stop at Sheetalpara to
see the children, we are now back in the
small truck and on our way to Ghoghea.
It’s always a nice ride going there as we
drive right through the city before we
get to the rural part of Orissa. In the city
I remember seeing heavy steel trucks
parked in dirt lots with mechanics working on them. It reminds me of myself at
work but these truck mechanics have it
much harder. They work in the dirt out-

side without much to work with. No air
tools, no service truck to work out of,
and safety looks to be very limited. But
I give the Indian mechanics credit as everything runs and you do not see trucks
broken down all over the roads.
After we have traveled the tar road
for a long time the driver turns the small
truck onto the dirt road that will bring
us to Ghoghea and the Daughters of the
Cross Convent and schools.
When we arrive the Sisters come and
greet all of us and wash our hands and
give me flowers.
We unload all the donations out of
the small truck and the Sisters sort everything out as to where it will go. I have
brought with me lots of school supplies,
Halloween candy, stuffed animals, candy
twizzlers (in memory of my friend Tom
Convery), and seniors’ walking canes
from all of you.
Our first stop is at the preschool KG
children. I have brought them many
Beanie Babies and lots of different candy. When we enter the school the children are very happy and excited to see
us. The Sisters pass everything out to
the children and I take a few photos and
look at the happy smiles. I feel so sad for
these children as they have two classes in
the school but have no school furniture
and they have to sit on the floor. After
everything is distributed the teachers
come to me and say ‘Thank You’ and to
come again.
When we leave the pre-KG school
we walk across the yard to visit the
older children in another school building. During the walk we cross the playground and soccer field. I can see the
two sets of swings we had made for the
school a few years ago, are all painted
and are in good shape, the same with the
two soccer goals we had made.
We arrive at the front door of the
school and the teachers have all the children line up outside the classrooms in
front of the school. The children wash
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my hands and give me flowers as another warm welcome to the school. They
sing songs for me and I give the school
a few school donations. It was a short
visit with everyone but another fond
memory of the warmth of these people
who have so little.
From here we walk back to the convent and I meet another group of children who stay with the Sisters. I have
with me some clothes and some extra
Westfield, MA Girl Scout bracelets. Sister hands out everything to the children.
The girls love the bracelets and after they
put them on their wrist they do a traditional Indian dance for me. It was very
nice to watch, and what made it even
better was seeing the girls’ appreciation
for such small gifts.
After a nice lunch in the convent, it
is now getting late so we say good-bye
to some of the Sisters. Two Sisters will
travel with us to the village where we
gave away walking canes to the seniors.
The seniors were very happy with the
new canes, some of them came from the
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Aleppo Shriners of Wilmington, MA
and my friend Eileen of Medford, MA.
The beautiful Indian sun is starting to set and it is time to head back to
Rourkela. As we all walk to the small
truck and we say good-bye to the Sisters
who came with us to the village. Small
children stood close by and also waved
good-bye.
When the truck pulled away I had to
smile, as one of the little girls was holding her Beanie Baby she was given at the
small school. Another memory of a big,
happy smile!
It took about an hour and 30 minutes
to arrive back at St. Joseph’s in Rourkela
because of the very heavy traffic.
When we arrived home, I took a few
minutes in my guest room to wash up
andwent to the kitchen where the Sisters
had a nice dinner waiting for me.
It was another great day in India with
lots of love and happy smiles.

Thursday, November 27
(Thanksgiving Day)
After a good night’s rest I am up early
as today I wanted to meet the St. Joseph’s Convent School children arriving
at school. It is always something to see.

The children arrive on foot, on bicycles,
in auto rickshaws, in buses, and on motorcycles. The one thing I love about all
of this is as I wait at the front gate, every
single teacher or student that passes by
me says ‘Hello Uncle or Good morning
Sir.’ The staff and students are very respectful to me. When school starts I visit
a classroom with a teacher and smaller
children.
When school is in session I ask Sister
Mary if she would escort me to revisit an
area in the school I had passed that was
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Annaya with her family
Sister Punam and Annaya

under construction. The point I want to
make is how hard men and women work
in India. I was truly taken back by it. A
new cement floor was being made on the
second floor of a new building. The cement is mixed by a small machine and
put into a basket, and then two people
would lift the basket onto the women’s
head. It is carried to the job site on the
second floor of the building, up a makeshift ramp by foot, and poured on the
floor to be finished. Then the women
walk with the empty basket back down
the makeshift ramp to the cement maker
and start the process all over again.
I am not ashamed to tell you, my
heart broke for these workers. This was
very hard work. I lifted one of the baskets of cement myself and found it to be
very heavy to lift up, let alone walk and
carry it on your head. I could never work
this hard all day not even for one day.
I give all these workers credit. They
did the job without any complaining at
all. Before I said good-bye to the women,
I asked Sister Mary to ask the boss of the
job site if I could give all the women an
extra day’s pay of 100Rs, about $2 USD,
from all of us. He said OK. The workers
were all very happy. There were nineteen
women and one man.
After a nice lunch with the Sisters,
the driver packed the small jeep-type
truck with donations and supplies. I,
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along with Sisters Punam and Sister Nirmala and the
driver, are off for an overnight trip.
I will make a personal visit with a special family in
Sundergarh, then we will visit St. Joseph’s Convent School
in Sundergarh, and then late in the afternoon move on to
visit the children and Sisters at the M.E. School, in Gaibira. It is here that we will stay overnight and leave early
the next morning (Friday) for Phalsa and later in the day
return to Rourkela. This was a very long trip out in the
Indian countryside with lots to see along the way.
After about three hours of driving our first stop is
a visit with a special family who has a brand new baby
girl named Annaya. It just so happens, Annaya is Sister
Punam’s niece. The birth of a child is always a miracle
something very special and I just wanted to stop by and
say hello to the family and see beautiful little Annaya
with my own eyes. I brought something very special to
Annaya from my family back home in Boston, my boy
Raymond’s baby blanket. Because all the Daughters of the
Cross Sisters work so hard every day, Sister Punam had
not seen Annaya in a while. Being a Sister means responsibility and Sisters just can’t go home anytime they want
to, so this visit was very special for her too.
It was a wonderful visit with everyone and something
I think they will always remember.
After we said good-bye to Annaya, her family, and Sister Punam, (who would stay home for the day). Sister Nirmala and I along with the
driver took a short ride to St. Joseph’s Convent school in Sundergarh. When we arrived the Sisters were very happy to see us along with many older girl students of the
school. I had brought with me many donations that were given to Children are Angels
from Heaven from two stores along the beach in Hampton, New Hampshire. Life at
the Beach and Tibetan Boutique.
The Daughters of the Cross Sisters arranged for me to meet the girls in one large
room of the school. Everyone was very friendly and happy to see me. After the girls
sang songs and gave me a warm welcome, I gave the Sisters a Christmas wreath for the
school and then gave out the many donations I had. There were many pretty dresses,
lots of jewelry, rings, necklaces, and bracelets along with sandals. The girls loved everything and had so much fun picking out something for themselves. Before my visit
was over at this school every single student had a few of the donations and said ‘Thank
You’ to me and to please come again. It was nice to see our donations distributed to
these children. Their bright eyes and smiles is something I will certainly remember.
It is now getting late in the afternoon and we are now in the small truck and off to
the M.E. School in Gaibira. It was a beautiful ride from Sundergarh to Gaibira. What
makes me laugh now is I have no idea where I was! It was so peaceful and very rural
with many new things to see along the way. We arrived in Gaibira in the early evening
and it was dark outside. The children and Sisters were all waiting to greet the small
truck when we arrived. When we got out of the small truck and walked in between the
children who were all lined up along the driveway the children clapped their hands
for us. At the front of the Convent, the Gaibira Daughters of the Cross Sisters washed
my hands and I was given a big bunch of flowers as a very special honor. From here
because it was so late, all of us go right to the school hall to watch a program by the
children with song and dance. It was very interesting to see and also very good. I was
asked by the Sisters to say something to the children as they were so happy to see me.
I stood up and told the children to always study hard in school and learn something
every single day. After my short talk I handed out many St. Raphael uniforms from
Medford, MA I had with me. The children were so excited with everything. After the
program each child came to shake my hand and say ‘Thank You.’
We now go back to the Convent and have supper. I have oatmeal and some fruit
then say good night to all the Sisters and go to my guest room and go to bed. It has
been a long interesting day.

Friday, November 28
After a great night’s sleep and breakfast with all the Sisters, I take a short
walk around the outside of the Convent.
It is very quiet and still, and the air is
cool, crisp, and fresh. I take a few photos and return to the Convent and find it
is now time to say good-bye to everyone
in Gaibira and continue our journey on
to Phalsa.
It is another wonderful ride through
the Indian countryside. You never know
what the road ahead may bring. The
driver of the small truck does a good job
as sometimes the road gets very rough
or a big truck may want to pass but he
keeps us safe. We arrive in Phalsa early, just in time for the school program
Sister Rose has arranged. The program
or show is put on in the cement assembly area that Angels from Heaven had
installed last year near the new bathrooms. The children do a wonderful job
with songs and dance along with many
extras during the program. The children
enjoy the music and dancing, performing with smiles on their faces. After the
program I went to Steve’s Park with all
the children, while Sister Rose and Sister
Nirmila went back to the Convent and
sorted out the donations I had brought
with me. The children have so much
fun at Steve’s Park built few years ago by
Angels in memory of a great man from
Floral Park, NY.
After fun at the park, it is getting time
for the children to go home. Sister Rose
calls all the children to the front door of
the Convent and as each class is called to
come forward each child is given a small
gift from all of us, some colored pencils
or a stuffed animal as I had many different things with me for each class. It was
a fun visit with all these children. They
live in a very rural area and look forward
to going to school every day.
After the children all go home the
Sisters arrange a nice meal for everyone.
It just so happened that the electricity
was out and there was just a little water
as there was little rain last year.
But you never have to worry when
the Daughters of the Cross Sisters are
looking after you. They deal with these
problems every single day and always
make sure everything works out.
Look at the photo of the kitchen area.
The food is cooked for the Sisters on a
wood fire.
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Wood fire kitchen... notice the smoke
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Before we say good-bye after a nice lunch, Sister Rose has asked that a local senior
come to the Convent where I gave her a new needed walking cane.
It is now about 2:30 PM and it is time to say good-bye to the Daughters of the
Cross Sisters in Phalsa. It was another nice visit seeing the Sisters and children again.
This is a very rural area and life can be very hard and rugged at times. A visit from
a stranger who returns each year with love and kindness for everyone is something
people here do not forget.
After a three hour long ride we arrive back at St. Joseph’s Convent in Rourkela at
about 6 PM. It has been a long few days for me. I take a few minutes and rest on my
bed and just smile as I think about everyone who I met on this short trip. Many times
the Sisters are teachers to even me. Life in India is very different from here in the USA
much of it I do not understand.
At 7:30 I go to the kitchen. Tonight Angels from Heaven is sponsoring a special
dinner for all the Sisters. It will be my last night in Rourkela as I go by train back to
Kolkata tomorrow. We have a nice dinner together with much talk and lots of laughs. I
give these Sisters credit to put up with me for a week each year. They are all full of love
and kindness for everyone. I consider every Sister to be part of my family.
After dinner I go back to my room and pack my bags for the train ride tomorrow.
I get washed up out of the bucket and climb into my bug net on my bed. I fall asleep
thinking about how nice my trip has been to Orissa India and how much that I have
learned about the world we live in.

Saturday, November 29
Today I am up early as I have a lot to do before taking the train back to Kolkata.
After a nice breakfast of eggs, potatoes, oatmeal, and toast with the Sisters, I am off to
re-visit St. Joseph’s Secondary School (Big Blue). If you have been following my stories
you will see that on Tuesday, November 25th at the I.A.M. #447 dinner it got to dark
to pass out some donations that I had brought for the children so today I will return
to see the children. As I walk near the Convent kitchen to the school I find the working girls of St. Joseph’s cutting up vegetables for today’s meal. I stop and say hello to
all of them and take a photo then I continue my short walk. I arrive early to see the
children at the school and they are again happy to see me. Sister Anna Mary and a
few other Sisters are also there to greet and help me. The Sisters have the children get
the big boxes of donations and put them all right up front to pass out to everyone. I
have pretty dresses and calculators to pass out. The children get in a long line and the
Sisters start giving everything to them. It was fun to watch the children become so
happy and excited with everything.
Time is getting very short now and my train will leave soon. Before I leave Rourkela each year I always take all the flowers that people have given me and go to the local cemetery where all the Daughters of the Cross Sisters who have passed away are
buried. I take all the flowers and spread them over the Sisters’ graves and say a few
prayers. This year Sister Anna Mary escorts me.
From here my last stop in Rourkela is a visit to the Bamboo Bridge just down the
street. This is a main crossing point of a river to get to the city. Many people cross
it every day with goods to sell in the market. On the shore of the river you can see
people bathing or washing clothes. It is a beautiful area to see.
At 10:15 I am all packed and ready to go to the train station. Sister Mary tells me
that the Sister Candidates are all in the hall and would like to do an Indian dance for
me before I leave. I walk to the hall and watch the girls dance. It sure was a good going away surprise. The dances were traditional Indian dances and the girls performed
them very beautifully. I now say good-bye to everyone at St. Joseph’s Convent. Sister
Mary, Sister Leena, myself and the driver get in the small truck and make our way
to the railroad station. It is about a fifteen-minute ride into the downtown area of
Rourkela. It is never an easy process to get to the platform where the train will arrive
with all the bags of luggage and to stay together. But we arrive ok. Sister Mary is going on a one-day trip in the other direction by train so it is here that I say ‘Thank You
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and Good-Bye’ to her. We continue to wait for our train to arrive on the platform. When it arrives
Sister Leena finds our train car and our seats as everything is numbered with our reservation. Sister
helps me with the bags and to get my big bag overhead where we will be seated. It will be a long ride
to Kolkata, eight to ten hours. As the train pulls away from the station I feel bad leaving so many
people that I care about behind. I say a small prayer for everyone that they will all be ok until we
meet again hopefully next year.
The train rolls along very fast. The vendors start selling everything from books to shoe shines.
Sister Leena has packed us a nice lunch and has lots of water for both of us. Sister and I have a real
nice time together on the train. We talk about many things and Sister points out points of interest
out the window. One place was the village where she grew up in and where her family still lives.
You always know when your getting close to Kolkata as a man will stand in the front of the train
car and perform a magic show for everyone. It is always pretty good and all he asks for is a small
donation.
When we get off the train in Howarh, there are thousands of people on the platform and it is very
hard to walk out of the railroad station to the street area to get a pre-paid taxi back to Kidderpur
but somehow Sister Leena keeps us together and we get a taxi. It takes 30 minutes to get back to the
guest house. When Sister and I arrive all the workers at the guest house are happy to see me again
and I am also happy to see them. They take all my bags to my room and I take Sister Leena’s bag
and walk her to St. Vincent’s Convent just around the corner. Before we arrive at St. Vincents Sister
Leena and I stop at a local store and buy some bread so I can make a peanut butter and jelly sandwichs for supper. We then continue to St. Vincent’s where Sister and I say good-bye to each other. I
know in my heart Sister Leena worked very hard to look after me to and from Rourkela. To do this
Sister had to take four trains to meet and escort me both ways. I took only two trains up and back.
I will be forever grateful to Sister Leena for all her help.
When I get back to my room at the guest house it is now late and I unpack my carry bag. In it, I
find a bread bun Sister had put in it for me to have. I just smiled when I saw it. I made a nice peanut
butter and jelly sandwich with it. Then I got washed up and went to bed. It was nice to be home in
Kolkata but I now miss everyone in Rourkela.
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Sunday, November 30
Today I sleep a little late, I am up at
9AM. I take a nice bath out of the bucket
and get ready to go to church at 10:15. The
local church, St. Ignatius, is having major
repair work done and is closed, so I walk to
the hall at the Loyola Primary School where
the church service will be held. I am about
ten minutes early and the small hall is just
about empty. As time gets near 10:15 to
start the service, the place starts filling up
with people to over-flowing with standing
room only. What I will always remember
is the Missionaries of Charity Sisters came
Bernard with Don Bosco boys
in the room and just happen to sit right in
front of me. I had to just smile to myself! I
don’t know if it was some sort of a sign from Mother Teresa from Heaven but it sure
was very special for me to have the Sisters sit with me. I met Mother Teresa in 1996
and admired the work she, along with all her Sisters did then and still do now for the
very poor. After the church service I went back to the guest house and started packing
a few bags of donations for later today and just rested.
At 1 PM my friend Bernard Maung came to visit me and to take me by taxi to visit
very poor boys at Don Bosco Ashalayam. This home is in Howrah on the other side
of the river. It is not far to travel to but being Sunday and trying to get a taxi was very
hard. It took about an hour to finally arrive at Don Bosco. When we enter, Bernard
and I meet Fr. Joe and Fr. George who were happy to see us. Bernard had worked here
for ten years and knew every child by their first name.
I brought with me some great donations for all the boys from all of us. Basketballs,
cricket bats, and balls. In India the boys love to play cricket and basketball.
Bernard and I visit with the children for about an hour and a half then we say
good-bye to everyone and get another taxi and drive to St. Agnes Convent in Howrah just down the road for a short visit just to say hello to two of my friends who are
Daughters of the Cross Sisters, Sister Teresa and Sister Sini. Both Sisters have been a
big part of our Angels from the Street Program at St. Teresa’s School in Kolkata. When
I ring the bell at the front door, the Sisters greet me warmly. We talk for about 20 minutes and catch up with each other. After Bernard and I say good-bye to the Sisters, we
are back in a taxi and headed back over
the river via the new Howrah Bridge to
the Guest House in Kidderpore.
Bernard and I have a few minutes to
chat before he says good-bye and heads
home. I stay in the room and make up
another big bag of donations with badminton sets and lots of different board
games. I call Cheryl and within the hour
she is at the guest house. Because it is not
a far ride and it’s Sunday night, we would
never get a taxi so we walk to the Providence Sisters Girls’ Home in Mominpur.
Cheryl grew up in this area and knows
every street and alley so my walk with
the big bag is very interesting. We arrive
in about ten minutes time. Cheryl rings
the bell and a Sister opens the front gate.
The Sister is new and she has never met
me before so Cheryl introduces me to her
and tells her about Children are Angels
from Heaven and how I visit the children

every year. Sister is very happy and invites us inside to see all the children. I
talk to all the children for a few minutes
and tell them to study hard in school every single day and to learn all you can.
When I was finished, Cheryl helped me
pass out all the donations to the children
at the home. The children were all smiles
receiving these small gifts!
After Cheryl and I finish our visit
with the children we walk to Cheryl’s
house just down the road. When we arrive she shows me the new sweaters that

she bought for the children of the KMCP
School. (See story Monday, November
17) Cheryl took on the responsibility to
get the sweaters at a very fair price while
I was away in Rourkela. She bought 90
black sweaters for just over $300 USD
and they were well made. Just what the
school children wanted and needed.
Cheryl then lets me use her computer to write home and then I call
it a night. Cheryl gets a taxi for me to
bring all the sweaters to my room at the
guest house. I arrive at the guest house
in about ten minutes. The Guest House
workers help me up the stairs to my
room with the sweaters and one hour
later Cheryl calls me and asks if I got
home OK and is everything OK. I tell
her all is fine and ask her if she could
order me a pizza at Domino’s and have
it delivered to my room. I order a large
Mushroom Pizza and a 2-liter Coke. The
cost was 641Rs. The pizza was the best
I have ever had and it was so big I could
not eat it all so I gave some slices to the
workers at the Guest House. Thirty minutes later I got a knock on the door. It is
the Guest House workers. They wanted
to say a special ‘Thank You’ to me for the
pizza. They loved it too! It’s now 9 PM
so I get washed up and go to bed to get a
good rest as I know I have a lot to do in
the next few days before I leave for home
in the USA.
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Monday, December 1
Today I am up early at 8 AM. I, along with a guest house worker
named Raja, carry boxes of school supplies from the Medford, MA Kiwanis Club and the Suncook Valley, NH Rotary Club along with all the
sweaters to the morning class of forty children at the KMCP Municipal
School. It is here I meet my friend and former principal, Mrs. Nessa,
along with all the other teachers staff and children. Everyone is happy
to see me when I enter the school office. The children are also very
happy to see me. I love these children and it is wonderful for me every
time I get to visit this small school. The teachers looked over everything
I brought for the children and sorted it all out. The teachers pass out
all the school supplies to the children, pencils, crayons, rulers, erasers,
lined paper, booklets and more.
Then the big bag of sweaters are brought into the classroom and are
given to each child. The children were so happy. I watched them try
them on for size and look at each other with big smiles on their faces.
In short they loved the new sweaters. It was a nice visit with everyone,
something all of us will remember for a long time.
I now travel just next door to the Loyola Primary School to visit
my friends Victoria and Parkum, who are teachers here. Each year the
children (all boys) draw pictures of India for me to take home and give
to American children. I give the children American candy sent from
St. John’s School in Boston, MA and St. Paul’s School in Wellesley, MA.
We have done this exchange project for many years now and the children look forward to it. During my visit, because the children speak
English, I always have a few minutes to talk to the Indian children and
I try to tell them that school is very important no matter if you live in
India or in America and to always study hard and learn all you can
every single day.
It is now around 11 AM and I go back to the Guest House and gather up more of our donations to return to the KMCP Municipal School
to meet the children and staff of the afternoon class. At 1 PM Cheryl
meets me at the Guest House and we carry everything to the school.
Again, everyone was happy to see us. In this class there are fifty children. It is another fun visit and we did everything just like we did with
the morning class. Cheryl sorted all the school supplies and the teachers gave these to the children. Then the sweaters were given out. The
children and teachers were so appreciative.
Cheryl did a wonderful job on this sweater project for the children.
The sweaters were long sleeved and made of heavy material for the cold
weather. The color was black just as the teachers had asked for. The total cost was $3.33 for each sweater 200Rs for regular sizes and 250Rs for
ten larger sizes for a grand total of $300 USD. With the school supplies
from the Kiwanis and Rotary Clubs’ along with the new sweaters, it was
a great day for many children in Kolkata. I hope you can look back at all
the photos of the day and understand the happiness that it brought to
so many people. Thank all of you for your help with this project.
It is now about 4 PM and Cheryl and I make our way back to her
house where I visit with her Mom for a few minutes. At 4:30 PM I make
my way to St. Teresa’s School on Diamond Harbor Road and visit the
three classes of Angels from the Street Children again. My visit with
the children is very short as I really have come to visit Sister Margaret
and make sure the special outing for the children tomorrow is all set up
and everything is ok. She tells me everything is as scheduled and be at
the school at 10 AM tomorrow.
I now go back to the guest house and write a few letters home and
sort out the remaining donations in the small room. It makes me laugh
when I look around and see that many of the goods have already been
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distributed and I have room to walk around in the
room. At 7:30 PM I call Cheryl and ask her to order
me a pizza from Domino’s with a large Coke and have
it delivered to my room. It sure was good!
At 10 PM I go to bed and listen to an old radio show
my daughter, Melissa had installed on my iPod, the
Larry Glick Show from Boston in the 80’s. It was great
to listen to.

Tuesday, December 2
Today is going to be a special day for
many children of Kolkata and Howrah. Today we will be taking the afternoon classes,
68 children of St. Teresa’s and St Agnes’
Schools, to Nicco Park.
Nicco Park is a fun park about 15 miles
outside of Kolkata that has many rides including a roller coaster. It also has places to
eat with ice cream and other snacks. It is a
very popular place to visit especially on the
weekends.
At 9:30 AM my friend, Dibyendu Bhattacharya, meets me at the Guest House and
we walk to St. Teresa’s and meet all the children, teachers and Sisters at the school. At
10 AM the children start to get on the city
bus that Sister Margaret and Sister Helen
have arranged for the day, and we are off
to Nicco Park.
It takes about 45 minutes of driving to
get to Nicco Park. During the ride on the
bus the teachers and Sisters pass out bread
buns and other snacks for the children to
eat. The kids enjoy the bus ride through the
city looking out the windows and sight seeing. When we arrive the children are given
wrist bands to enter the park and everyone
stays in one big group. From here we go
from ride to ride with the children actually
running from ride to ride. As time goes on,
the big group of children were split into
two or three smaller groups with a Sister
or teacher with each group. The kids were
excited to be here and everyone wanted
them to have as much fun as they could.
Dibyendu and I just walked around watching all the kids enjoying the park. In the
middle of the day, all the children gathered
for a nice lunch then they went back to the
rides for the rest of the day only stopping
for a juice or ice cream from time to time.
In all it was a day the kids will remember
forever. After the day was over and we were
on the big bus on the way back to St. Teresa’s, everyone was quiet as the children
were worn out from running around and
having so much fun. We arrived back at the school at 5 PM. A special
and happy day for everyone.
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Wednesday, December 3
Today I meet Dibyendu again at 8 AM and he helped me with many
boxes of school supplies and sports equipment I had bought for the
Adarsha Hindi Vidyalaya School located in Alipore. The guest house
workers get Dibyendu and I a taxi and help us load everything into it. It
is only a 15 minute ride to the school. I had called the school to ask the
teachers if they would have a few big strong boys meet us at the street to
carry everything to the school, as it is a long walk down an alleyway to
the school. We arrive at the gate of the alleyway in 15 minutes and I can
see from the taxi window about five or six boys waiting for us. The boys
unload the car and carry everything for us to the school. To my surprise,
I find that the school building is closed and renovations are now going
on with the building. The teachers tell me they have added more classrooms and a hall to the school. The temporary classrooms have been set
up just on the other side of the school for the children this year in one
big open room.
There are 250 children going to the morning class at this school and I
am proud to tell you, I have visited this small school more times than I
can remember. I love the kids and I love the school. The teachers do so
much with very little to teach the children each year. It makes me proud
that Children are Angles from Heaven can help this school in some small
way each year.
When the older boys of the school enter the room with all the boxes
where the children are, Dibyendu and I follow them. When the children
see us they give a big round of applause by clapping their hands until
we reach the front of the class. A young girl who represented the entire
class along with the Vice Principal walk over to me and give me a beautiful bunch of flowers as a sign of friendship and welcome. We stay at
the school for about an hour and pass out all the donations of school
supplies, cricket bats and balls for the boys and badminton rackets for
the girls that I have brought with me. After that is done Dibyendu and
I, along with a few teachers tour the new school that is almost finished.
The new school was a wonderful renovation and when it is opened everyone will be pleased with the results. Before I leave with Dibyendu I
have the senior class line up and I give them all a small gift from all of us,
a calculator. This will be the last time I see these children at this school
as they will move on with their education or they may find a job and go
to work.
From here Dibyendu takes me to his home where we meet his wife Priti. She gives me a very warm welcome. We sit and talk for a few minutes
and at 11 AM Dr. Asis, who is Priti’s brother sends a car to pick everyone
up to go out to lunch. Dr. Asis is the doctor who operated on the little
girl in Rourkela also named Priti who could not see well from an eye
injury from long ago. I met Dr. Asis through Dibyendu and his family. I
needed to find an eye doctor for Priti in Rourkela and asked Dibyendu
if he knew of one to help the little girl. To my amazement at the time he
said ‘yes I do, Dr. Asis, my brother-in-law.’ This is how we met and today
we are all having lunch together. I brought with me the last box left at
Dibyendu’s house when I first arrived in Kolkata. The big box had in it
many pairs of sunglasses that were given to me by the Hampton Beach
store in New Hampshire, Life on the Beach, to give to Dr. Asis for the
eye hospital he volunteers for Lokeswarananda Eye Hospital in Purulia.
I remember seeing Priti after her operation in the recovery room. She
along with every other person in the room who had an eye operation
was wearing sunglasses. I asked Dr. Asis about this. He said that is the
case in every eye hospital in the world, as sunglasses protect the eyes after an operation. I never forgot this. When we arrived at Dr. Asis’s home
and office I met his wife Nandita who is a professor of pediatrics. It was
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great to see them and meet with them. I gave Dr. Asis
the box of sunglasses. He was very pleased, and he said
they were very much needed. He would bring them to
the eye hospital on his next visit.
His wife, Nandita, has made a small clinic in their
home and she looks after many poor children, 15 to
25 every day that are very handicapped. This is a combined clinic and school called UDBHAAS. The minute
I entered the room with the children I could feel the
love from everyone. The teachers work very hard with
these children. Some of the children were more handicapped than others but each child got the attention and
help they needed. It was a wonderful place to visit and
see.
After touring here, Dr. Asis, Nandita, Priti, Dibyendu and myself were off to lunch. They took me to a
place in Salt Lake named the Copper Chimney. We had
a nice lunch together and good conversation. It was
nice to be relaxed with friendly people who also try to
help many children.
When lunch was over, Dr. Asis and Nanditi said
good-bye to us and had the driver take us back to Kidderpore where I was dropped off at the Guest House
and said good-bye to Dibyendu and Priti. It was a nice

afternoon with everyone something I hope to do again.
At 4 PM I take a short walk to visit Mr. and Mrs. DeSouza. They are
friends I met long ago during my first few trips to Kolkata. They live on
the top floor of a tall building and because of medical problems rarely
get out anymore. I bring them a Christmas wreath and we sit and talk
for a while. They are both great people and I enjoy seeing them every
year.
From here I walk around the corner to St. Vincent’s home to say
good-bye to Sister Leela. When I see her she says a big ‘thank you’ to
me for helping her with her village school at the sea when I first arrived
this year. I tell her it was an honor for Children are Angles to help her
in some small way and I was happy my visit at the school went well.
Before we said good-bye Sister gave me a beautiful pair of Rosary beads
that I will always keep as special.
It is now near 6:15 and I walk to the Loyola Hall where they have
church services. I always go to mass before I leave for home. My Indian
Mum, Ramona Xavier, taught me this. So with that in mind, I go to the
church service and after, I go back to the Guest House where I pack my
bags and clothes and get ready for my long trip home tomorrow. When
I look around the room everything is now gone except for one small gift
I will give away tomorrow. I order another pizza at Domino’s and then
wash up and go to bed and listen to Larry Glick on my iPod.

Thursday, December 4
I am up early at 8 AM. Today is my last day in India. I leave the Guest
House with my last remaining gift and walk to St. Teresa’s School. It is
here that I meet a girl named Blossom. She is a very special girl to a
woman at home named Sara. Each year Blossom is given a nice gift from
Sara. This year it was a shirt and a chain with a cross to wear around
her neck. It was very pretty. I met Blossom just outside the school office
and gave her the gifts. She put the shirt on
over her school uniform and I hooked the
chain on her neck. Blossom loved both the
gifts and was very appreciative.
Then I said good-bye to Blossom and
went to the school office to see Sister Margaret and pay her the money for the afternoon school program we sponsor and also
pay for the Nicco Park trip earlier this week.
We talked about the afternoon program Angels from the Streets and how the program
has grown over the years. Sister had to hire
two additional teachers because of more
children going to class each day. Now there
are three classes each day with the children
arranged in each class by age. It now costs
Angels from Heaven $3,000 per year to fully
sponsor this program. It is a large increase
from previous years because of additional
teachers, more children, and also higher
food costs. I asked Sister Margaret if she
could hold the line for this year with additional costs for the program but not to turn
any children away from the program. She
said that she would do her best. I now say
good-bye to her and everyone in the office.
At 11 AM Cheryl comes to the guest
house and we travel by taxi to the local cem-

etery to visit friends, family and the Daughters of the
Cross Sisters who have passed away. We always bring
flowers to put on the graves. The cemetery is looked
after by a family who lives there. The children of the
family know I have candy for them when I visit, and
always follow me. The cemetery is a very quiet place to
visit in a very busy area.
From here Cheryl and I have the taxi take us to New
Market were we visit Jeet and his workers at Curio Cottage to say good-bye, pay my bills, and turn in my telephone he has loaned me. I always feel bad saying goodbye to Jeet. He is a man who looks after me the best he
can during each trip. Many times I would be far away
and I would get a call from him asking if I was ok and
if I needed anything. He is a good friend and I will miss
him and his workers.
Cheryl and I now go for a quiet lunch at Jimmy’s just
around the corner. It’s nice to just sit and talk with her.
Cheryl is a hard working girl for everyone. I thank her
for all her help on this trip and tell her that I will miss
her.
After lunch we take the taxi back to Kidderpore. We
both take a short walk down to the local church, St.
Ignatius, that is being refurbished. Cheryl knows the
workers and they let us through the locked gate to see
the progress of the work
at the church. This church
is over 100 years old and
has been declared a historical building so it is
very special to the people
of the community. Here
are a few photos to see.
I now say good-bye to
Cheryl and walk back to
the Guest House to get
ready to go to the airport at 3 PM. My work
is now finished and I am
ready to leave India to go
home. The taxi arrives
on time and the Guest
House workers put my
bags into the trunk. I
say good-bye to everyone
and as the taxi pulls away
from the curb I yell out
the window to the workers ‘I will miss you’ as I
wave good-bye to all of
them.
It takes an hour and a half
to get to the airport because of
heavy traffic. When I arrive at
the airport I show the guard
at the front door my ticket
and I am allowed to enter the
airport. It is a new terminal
building big and beautiful. I
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get my bags inspected and check in when it is time and wait for my flight to Dubai.
This will be a four hour flight. When I arrive in Dubai, I wait about ten hours for my
next flight to Boston that will be about a twelve hour flight
I arrived home in Boston on time, late Friday afternoon with no problems except
that I am very tired because of the long flights and time change. I am happy to be
home but I miss everyone in India already. It was a great trip with lots done to help
many people in need. I hope that you liked my day to day journal of the last trip. If you
have any questions please call me 1-781-483-1002

Empty Bowls/Hunger Banquet
The Revere High School’s “Empty Bowls/Hunger Banquet” was held on Friday, May
9, 2014 in Revere. I want to write so much about it to all of you. It was really a good
time. Art teacher, June Krinsky Rudder, along with the School Staff, Cheryl Cole, and
Curtis Chambers of Aramark, and the Revere Public School Dining Services as well
as the Revere High school students and members of the community volunteered their
time for this event. I was one of three guest speakers, Project Bread, First Congregational Church of Revere Food Pantry and Children are Angels from Heaven.
It was a very different night with dinner served to everyone. The dinners were arranged how people of the world might eat according to your income Rich to Poor.
When you bought a ticket in the envelope it came with a card that said if you were
to eat in the wealthy section, middle class or poor section. This was all at random!
The wealthy section was about 10% of the people who were at the banquet. They
ate a great meal of roast beef at a table with all the fixings including desert and table
clothes. It was all served by wait staff. It was real fancy!
The middle class section of people, about 30% of the people who were at the banquet got to eat chicken, pasta and broccoli served buffet style at a basic long table.
The poor class of people at the banquet, 60% sat on the floor and had rice to eat with
their hands. These numbers of people in each class are based on the world statistics.
My wife Patty looked inside each envelope for her and I, we were to sit in the poor
section on the floor eating rice. We had lots of company on the floor and made some
good friends.
This was the sad part and I know this for a fact. We ate one meal sitting on the floor
for one hour only during dinner. People who are poor who live on the street, sit on
the sidewalk every day, for every meal they eat if there is something to eat.
When it was time for me to speak, I spoke about the many projects and described
just a few of them. I told everyone I just bounce like a ball, from project to project.
One project ends, one project begins!
I had brought eight posters with me to show many photos of the different projects all of us have done over the years. Everyone loved looking at these and many
had questions. The school also had three laptop computers set up. One of them was
hooked up to a big overhead external screen to watch some of the videos that were
made of our Angels from Heaven projects, like making playgrounds and toilets for
children.
I talked for about 20 minutes and had so
much more to tell, but I did not want to overwhelm people and I felt I had said enough. I
ended my talk by saying this. Children are Angels from Heaven has been successful because
we are accountable and responsible for everything we do. I do not always need money and
donations what I need first before anything, is
the love in your heart.
When I finished speaking, the art department at the high school donated ceramic
bowls they had made to give to each person
who attended the banquet to take home with
them. The bowls were all beautiful! They were
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given out to be a reminder of all the
Empty Bowls in the world every day.
I’m sure when people went home and
put their head on the pillow to go to
sleep, they thought about the banquet
and how nice it was, along with learning
something about the world we live in. It
was a wonderful evening for all who attended.
When the receipts were all counted
by June Krinsky Rudder and Revere
High School, Children are Angels from
Heaven was given $600 from the School
and $110 in additional donations from
people who attended the event, all to be
used for a future project for children.

A Visit to APAN GHAR
(Own Home) May 30, 2014
An old age home in the southern
suburb of Kolkata

By Dibyendu Bhattacharya

Background

A representative group of New Alipore
Ladies Forum members undertakes an
annual day long visit to the old age home
on regular basis. The home has around
15 residents and primarily depends on
charities for running. The purpose of the
visit is to extend a helping hand to the
authorities by handing over provisions
collected from the members and the local residents and also to spend time with
the residents to break their monotony
due to detachment from family life.
Encouraged by Raymond O’Brien,
Priti Bhattacharya (Anwesha’s mother)
organized an additional special visit
to the old age home accompanied by
her two friends namely Ruma Roy and
Chandra Guha. The program consisted
of handing over certain provisions required by the home for its regular consumption and to offer a special lunch to
the residents and in the process to spend
the day with them.

Preparation

Priti offered some of her friends to
accompany her to the home, Ruma and
Chandra responded, the date was finalized. The evening before the day of the
visit was hectic, the local market was visited to procure grocery and provisions
for the home. As desired by the home
authorities, a gas oven was included in
the list of purchases. A detailed list of
the provisions is enclosed with this write
up. Things to be carried were packed,
the five walking sticks for the aged that
Ray O’Brien had sent before his India
visit last November were included in the
cargo.

Journey

Around 11 in the morning, Ruma and
Chandra arrived at Priti’s house to commence the journey to the home located
around 15 miles south of New Alipore.
A taxi cab was booked, provisions were
loaded and the three set out for the day.
In a little more than half an hour around
12 noon they reached the home, where
all were eagerly waiting for the visitors
and extended them a warm reception.
The maids who
look after the
residents helped
in handing over
the materials to
those in charge
of the home.

Interaction

The residents were ready, extending a
warm welcome to Priti’s team, most of
the residents are 60 plus and the eldest
is 92- years-old and stay in the home for
not less than last 15 years. As a routine
practice, Priti and her associates met all
of them in their rooms, and enquired
about their well being. All reported to
be happy and praised the home authority
and the two maids who look after them
all the time. Some narrated the tale of
how they came to the home, which were
not always happy stories. The majority
of the people are from an economically
weaker section of the society and are not
capable of making adequate contributions for their stay at the home.
Mrs. Nana Roy, designated as the
Secretary cum Treasurer, the person in
charge of the home accompanied Priti
and her friends and expressed gratitude for organizing the provisions and
the special lunch. She also narrated the

various obstacles faced in running the home. It was not
difficult for Priti and her friends to realize how difficult
it is to manage the home. By the time the interaction
was completed, the cook called all for the much awaited
lunch.

Lunch

The cook served a lunch comprising rice, pulse, fried
brinjal, vegetable curry, paneer curry, fish, chicken and
mango pickle. The entire lunch was prepared at the
home. Priti carried the sweet dish containing curd and
sandesh, (a popular sweet of Kolkata). All relished the
sumptuous lunch.

Return Journey

The residents and those in charge saw off the visitors
at the home gate with a request to visit again. The day
was well spent and the aged residents had a short distraction from the daily grinding. Priti and her friends
commenced the journey back home discussing whether
the people are really happy at the home leaving behind
their family members!
Expenses incurred
1. Gas Oven 1 INR 2000
2. Grocery (As per Arambag Food 			
Mart Bill) 1 lot (20 items) INR 1503
3. Sweets (As per Hindustan Sweets 			
Bill) 1 lot INR 628
4. Lunch Expenses ( 18 dishes ) & tips. 		
1 lot INR 2200
Total INR 6331 about $105. USD

Priti’s Eye Operation
I have been involved with a very special project the past six months regarding a
young girl’s lost eye sight. If you remember from my past mailings her name is Priti.
She is 15-years-old and could not see well which was a problem so could not attend
school.
I am proud to tell all of you Priti had her operation at the Lokeswaranda Eye Foundation in Purulia, West Bengal, India by Dr. Asis Chatterjee on July 9, 2014. She stayed
at the hospital for three days and left the hospital wearing sunglasses for protection.
Three weeks later she returned to Purulia for a follow up visit with Dr. Asis and to be
fitted with glasses. Priti was given her fitness test and admitted back to school about
20 days after the operation. Her vision was 5% and it is now near 65% to 70%.
My friend, Dibyendu Bhattacharya of Kolkata, had been the person who connected
myself and Sister Anna Mary with Dr. Asis. I could write for hours how kind both Dr.
Asis Chatterjee and Dibyendu Bhattacharya were to Priti and Sister Anna Mary. Both
of them treated them as if they were their own family members. The Dr. looked after
every single detail of Sister Anna Mary and Priti’s arrival in Purulia from having them
picked up at the railroad station because it was a strange place and he wanted them to
feel safe. They both stayed at the hospital after the operation for three days and in general everything went well and even I cannot believe all that was done to help this little
girl in the most loving way I have ever seen. The story is beautiful from beginning to
end even to the point of the hospital and the Doctor not charging Children are Angels
from Heaven one single penny to help this little girl to repair her vision.
Without me going on and on about everything let me show you one of the emails
Sister Anna Mary sent me, along with a few photos. Please also refer to the photos on
Page 14 of this newsletter on my visit with Priti.
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Very dear Mr.Ray,
Just to let know that I am back today from Purulia. Priti has got her glasses on. According to Dr. Asis she has got back her vision about 65%. She is happy about it, although it will not be 100% she accepted this. When she was about 8 or 9 years old a boy
her age had thrown a raw guava fruit and it hit her eye badly. This affected her retina
and lance... this Doctor must have explained to you. She suffered from pain and heavy
bleeding in her eye and her eye remained closed for some time. Her mother could not
take her to any doctor due to poverty as well living in a remote area where she had to
travel by walking to the bus, stand for maybe more than two hours. It took time to bring
her to any doctors. After a long gap she was brought to Rourkela where she was given
some first aid and doctor told them nothing can be done. So Priti’s mother had no other
way but to remain silence she was so disappointed and became very helpless....she could
not take her to any other specialists. If I knew that time surely I could have done something because I was in Calcutta then. Slowly her closed eye was opened. She remained
like that... and later she developed cataracts which happened due to trauma.
What you have done is a great job... rest we leave on God’s hand...for tomorrow she
will join class. Photos will be later.
With regards
Sr. Anna Mary

Lokeswaranda Eye Foundation in
Purulia, West Bengal, India
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Dr. Asis making sure Priti’s eye is
healing well

Priti after her operation

Priti with Dr. Asis and Sr. Anna Mary

Dr. Asis examining Priti’s eye

Priti back in school 20 days later
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The Passing of a Good Friend
There was a wonderful man who stepped
forward many times to help Children are
Angels from Heaven and the poor children
in India. His name was Richard Torpey, a retired truck driver from Ryerson Steel Teamsters local #379 and later locals #504 and
#25. He was the BEST shop steward anyone
could ever ask for. Richie and I were friends,
and in many ways co-workers and friends
for over 25 years. I worked for Ryder Truck
Rental and was the Ryerson Mechanic who
took care of the repairs for all the trucks
for about six of the 25 years. We had many
good times together at work along with all
the other union drivers. Richie and I had a
very simple system; he took care of me and I
took care of him. This was the way old school
workers worked together back in the day,
to get things done and done right with few
problems.
When Ryerson Steel moved to CT and
Richie retired, we still were good friends over
the years. When I started Children are Angels
from Heaven, Richie would do anything to
help me. Over the years he became my Angels from Heaven Ambassador, promoting
our charity and the work we do to everyone
he came in contact with. After many years
of retirement Richie became sick. It got to a
point over a long period of time that he had
a hard time walking and could not drive. On
Wednesday, November 2014, two days before I was leaving for my annual trip to India I went to visit my friend at his house in
Wakefield, MA. I could see he was very weak
but he sat in a chair and we had a nice time
talking to each other and laughing about
old times. It was a wonderful visit I will always remember. I will never forget when it
was time for me to leave and say good-bye,
Richie said to me Ray, help me up I want to
give you a big hug. I said Richie forget that,
let me bend down and hug you, you are a
great friend. After we hugged each other I
said good-bye to his wife Marilyn who was
in the kitchen. That Friday night I left Boston on my trip to India and visited many
children always thinking about my friend
back home. If you read Wednesday, November 19, you will see I put his name in the
box on Mother Teresa’s tomb and hoped he
was doing ok. When my trip was over and I
returned to Boston three weeks later I called
Richie’s house and asked to speak to him to
tell him about my trip. His son-in- law, Jack,
answered the telephone and told me said
to me “Ray I am sorry Richie passed away
yesterday.” For the past eight months I have
been so sad without my friend to help me
with Angels from Heaven every week. One
thing Richie always did that he loved, was to
collect pennies for me. Something the prin-

cipal, Mrs. Murphy of St. Raphael School in
Medford, MA did as a project with the school
children 15 years ago as a fundraiser for Children are Angels from Heaven. Richie continued doing it every single year. In his memory
I am going to start a Pennies from Heaven
project with Children are Angels from Heaven
in his honor and to help the poor children
he loved so much with the pennies collected.
God Bless you my friend I will always miss
you…. Your Friend, Ray O’Brien

Civic Clubs
Two very special clubs and their members
have supported our work for a long time.
These clubs never forget the children that
we help each year. The Suncook Valley, NH
Rotary Club and the Medford MA. Kiwanis
Club. I take my hat off to both of these fine
clubs, not for just supporting our efforts but
for the many things they do each year. I have
visited each club many times and have had
a great experience doing it. I do my best to
show our work and what we have done to all
the members. The members of each club always find a way to have fun and laugh with
each other at a weekly meeting over dinner,
but when it comes time to plan an event to
raise funds to help children, or the community, its all business with lots of hard work by
each member. It is a great honor for Angels
from Heaven to have each of these clubs help
us in our work to help children in need each
year.

Union Help
I would like to say ‘Thank You’ to local
Unions who help Angels from Heaven, International Association of Machinists Union
Local #447 and Teamsters Local #25. In a
time when America is sending many of our
jobs to foreign countries, it makes me proud
to see local unions and their workers stepping forward to help poor children of the
world. Efforts like this make me proud to be
an American and call the United States my
home.
Here is an example of what I am talking
about.
In 2014 the UPS (United Parcel Service)
Union Truck Mechanics IAM # 447 signed
a great union contract with the company.
After the Union ratification meeting on June
22, 2014 the Area Director IAMAW of Local #447, Russell Gittlen, told the gathered
Union, United Parcel Service mechanics
about Children are Angels from Heaven and
the work we do each year. The Union IAM
#447 UPS Mechanics then took up a special
collection and sent Children are Angels from
Heaven a check for $420. This check was in

addition to all the help IAM #447 gives Angels from Heaven every single year.
The Teamster’s Local #25 drivers and
warehouse workers are always supporting
our efforts by collecting Deposit Cans and
Can Tabs along with the Union members
giving me donations for our work each year.
Local #25 always takes an advertisement out
in our Newsletter and sends a check for more
than the ad costs to help fund our work.
These are two great Unions who never forget Children are Angels from Heaven and the
work we do to help the poor.
A Big Thank You to the International Association of Machinists #447, and Teamsters
Local #25

Angels From Heaven and
Other Charities
Each year Children are Angels from
Heaven reaches out to support as many
projects as it can, not only in India but also
in the United States. We were happy to be
a part of these special charities this year.
Toys for Tots Drive at Christmas, Guide
Dogs of America providing Guide Dogs
to the Blind at no cost, Nanritam, a nonprofit social-welfare organization in India, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital,
Aleppo Shriners Children’s Transportation
Fund, and the American Cancer Society. It
is directly because of your generosity, that
Children are Angels from Heaven can reach
out to help these worthwhile charities each
year.

the past few years is now 186.6 pounds.
The tabs were again turned over to Mr.
Llyod Wentzell who is a member of the
Shriners. The Shriners turn the tabs in for
scrap metal and use the funds to buy needed equipment for the Shriners Hospitals.
The Shriners Hospitals help children free
of charge and they do a great job. I give all
of you a challenge, get a small plastic bag
and fill it with the tabs and when it is full
send the bag to me. You will find out how
hard it to weigh one pound. Your effort
will help a child in need at the Shriners
Hospitals. A big THANK YOU to everyone who helped with this project. To find
out more information regarding the Shriners or the Can Tabs, check out this web
site http://www.alepposhriners.com/ads/
TabCollectionTriFold.pdf

Deposit Cans
Here are the totals of the deposit cans
for the year 2014 and the Grand overall
total. I am sure you will be very surprised
when you see the numbers. I have worked
hard on this project just about every afternoon, counting thousands of cans and
bottles given to me from many people and
businesses. It is not easy work, but you do
what you have to do to raise funds to help
the kids.
Total cans collected this year - 7,452 for
a cash total of $372.60.
Our Grand total since we started this
program:
183,168 cans and bottles collected for a
Grand Cash Total of $ 9,158.41.

Non –Profit Status

Can Tabs
The total of can tabs collected this year 2014 was 43
pounds. Our grand total for

We are a tax deductible and legal nonprofit organization. Our International
Revenue Foundation Status Classification is 501 C(3). This was done by our
accountant, Mr. Robert Johnston, CPA,
444 Washington St., Boston, MA.1-617787-8520. Rob has done everything for us
from A to Z with not one cent accepted
as payment. Rob suggested right from the
start that the bookkeeping be accurate and
available for review by the IRS at any time.
Rob also suggested all purchases or payments be made with check or credit card
only. Rob has also helped us in many other
ways to become what we are today. He is
a great guy! If you ever need tax help he
is the man to see. Thanks Rob for all your
help.
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Parking Our Storage Trailer

I would like to say Thank You to Veritiv Paper Company, 613 Main St., Wilmington, MA for letting us keep our storage trailer parked in their lot. It helps me
many times over the year to gather needed
donations stored in it to ship to the children. I would like to say thank you to all
the Veritiv workers and managers for the
help and support they have given me over
the years. We could not do this work without their help.

Newsletter Printing
Bunny Stoykovich of Town and Country
Reprographics, 230 North Main St., Concord, NH has always made a great newsletter for Children are Angels from Heaven.
Bunny has donated all her time to help us
every year and manages to condense my
many stories into something manageable
and readable. She always says “no problem Ray.” Thank you Bunny and Victor for
all your help. If you are looking for printing work to be done large or small Town
and Country Reprographics in Concord
NH is the place to go. Give Bunny a call at
603-226-2828

In Closing
If you read each story in this newsletter
you now understand that many people are
a part of Children are Angels from Heaven
and help this small charity in many different ways. All our donations come from
many people in all walks of life. The amazing part of the story is I have never asked
anyone for anything. People just want to
help out in some way because we are honest
and sincere in our work to help the poor.
I feel deep in my heart that every child in
the entire world should go to school and
also have a few days of fun and happiness
to always look back on. I would now like
to say Thank You to each and every one of
you for your Love, Kindness and Generosity in helping me every year. I hope you
enjoyed reading this newsletter. My next
trip to India will be November 2015.
Raymond C. O’Brien
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Dear Ray
Thank You so much for your newsletter.
You truly have a wonderful gift to open
your heart to the children and bring them
so much happiness. It must be very rewarding to see the smiles you bring to their faces, and I know Steve is smiling right along
with you. Steve was a wonderful husband
father and friend and is missed very much,
but thank you for keeping him alive with
“Steve Park”
Sincerely
Diana
To my good friends Patty & Ray
A little something for the kids…..
Billy

Dear Ray
Thank You for sending us Volume #15 of
Children are Angels from Heaven. It is
wonderful to know what a superb work
you are doing for the children in India.
Baldwin & Olive
Ray
You and I have spoken many times about
the turmoil this country and world seems
to be in, but because of people such as
yourself, we can have hope for a brighter
future. I truly admire the work you and
your organization are doing.
Bill & Cheryl

Ray
As always I enjoyed reading the newsletter.
Congratulations on your many good deeds
with the kids
Dilcy & Tiffany

Hi Ray
Please put this donation towards some
smiles for the kids. Let me know if you
need some help doing anything in the
states.
Stay Safe
Dan

Hi Ray
Just a little something for Children are Angels From Heaven. Thanks for all that you
do, Merry Christmas.
David H

Dear Ray
It’s that time of your again when I give you
a gift on my birthday. I can’t believe how
fast time goes by. Have a safe, healthy trip.
Marilyn

Dear Ray
I really enjoyed reading your newsletter. It
was amazing that the small things we take
for granted like Halloween Candy, how it
can have such an immediate impact on
children’s happiness. Thank You for letting me realize it.
Ann Marie

Hi Ray
What a surprise I had when I saw the DVD
that you gave me and I heard you talk
about Tom. It brought tears to my eyes.
Beverly

Dear Ray
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
to you and yours and to all the children
your good work goes towards helping. It
is an honor to be able once again to help
in some small way your amazing efforts on
behalf of so many in need.
Dr. David P. MD
Dear Ray
Another year and how many people have
you helped and how many kids have
you touched and made happy and even
changed their lives? Just think of what
kind of world this would be if we had a
thousand Ray O’Brien’s.
Jon
Dear Ray
I was exhausted just reading about your
trip to India last year. You do so much
spreading all the goodies you collect all
year for this trip.
Anna

Dear Ray
Enclosed is my annual donation to support your work. Thank You for sending
the lovely letter from Sister at the school in
Rourkela. I am so glad the Beanie Babies
found homes in India.
Debbie
Dearest Ray
I thank you for all that you are doing for
the children of India. On behalf of all the
children in Kolkata and Rourkela I thank
you for your selfless, sincere, and serious
work for the children.
Sr. Mary FC
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www.Childrenareangels.org
Please go to our Facebook page and “like” us so we know you visited!

www.facebook.com/ChildrenareAngelsFromHeaven
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